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Educatio,n center opens doors
Mystery ·Run kicks off health event
by Krys Fluker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

Adam Chrzan{Ttle Central Florida Future

Dr. Frank Rohter of the physicar education department
leads the pack during the first annual UCF Mystery Run.

Student Health Services opened its new
Student Health Education Center Friday.
The new facility, located in front of the Student Health Center, will be available to
students of all majots beginning this week.
Dr. Robert Willix, director of the Cardiac
Rehabilitation and Human Performance
Laboratory at the Imperial Point Hospital in
Fort Lauderdale opened the center by encouraging students at UCF to take advantage of the services provided by the new

health education faci,lity and stressed the
need for responsible health care and exercise
in college-age people.
Other events scheduled for the day included a Mystery Run that led, among other
places, through the administration building
and around the green. Before the run, instructors from the Winter Park Wellness Center
led the group in stretching exercises. A tour
of the new facility was also offered.
The new $200,000 center, which was funded by Student Health Services, will offer
students a variety of ways to learn about

SEE HEALTH, PAGE 4

Easl·West extensjon planned
by Wanda Schulman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

-·

The extension of the East-West
Expressway from state Route 50
north int o Seminole County was
recently confi · ued wi Ll1 · '~9 percent certainty,' ' by Orange County
Commissioner Tom Dorman.
''No one will be 100 percent sure
until they see dirt moving equipment," -said Dorman. He did say,
however, that there are no indications the project won't go forth as
planned.
. D.W. Gwynn, executive director
of the Orlando-Orange County Expressway Authority, said that the
extension will cross Universtiy
Blvd. one-quarter mile west of
Dean Road.

Coke vs. Pepsi
What's this? a Pepsi machine at
UCF-unheard of! Not anymore.
Twenty-six Pepsi machines now
stand side by side with the old
familiar Coke machines. See
page 3 for more on "Cola Wars."

According to Gwynn, the proj ect will cost $65 million. Con-

struction is slated to begin in the

Jeff Glick/The Central Florida Future

fall of 1986 and will take two years
to complete.
Another extension is planned to
cross Alafaya Trail south of Route
50, said Gwynn.
Of the two projects, Gwynn said
the northern extension was
choosen for completion first
be_cause it was deemed more likely

to generate greater tolls.
The extensions are part of a
planned beltway system that will
affect four counties during the
next fifteen years.
According to Gwynn, funding
for the expressways comes from
SEE EAST·WEST, PAGE 6

Construction problems with CEBA keep classrooms closed
by Joanna Reed
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF' s purchase of the as
yet unfinished engineering
building, CEBA, has been
delayed again.
Technically, the university
only owns the portion of the

· building where classes are being held. The rest of it will not
be purchased until all the
work has been competed.
Work that still needs to be
done includes the installation
of cabinets and laboratory
equipment.
Craig Dixon, project
ma~ager for P.J. Goodwin

Corporation, the contractor
responsible for CEBA blamed
the delay on Conrad Protz·
man Inc., the subcontractor
providing laboratory cabinetwork. "We were supposed to
have two tractor-trailer loads
of furniture arrive this week.
Only one showed up. We can't
finish the laboratories and

clean up until the rest of it arrives.''
Dixon and university officials both blamed Conrad
Protzman's previous failures
to deliver laboratory furniture on time for earlier
delays in completing the
engineering building.
Repeated efforts to contact

Conrad Protzman proved unsuccessful.
There have also been problems with the elevator in the
new engineering building. On
several occasions it has
broken down, said Dixon. A
mechanism connected with
the doors was not functioning
properly,
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So what's the deal here? Visits to several local sporting goods and department stores showed that
UCF is hardly getting a fair shake on the souvenier shelves.

Where are the UCF products?
by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Do .souvenier items from. ·Orlando's own state
university deserve to share shelf space with those
of Florida State University and the University of
Florida? Apparently not, according to many stores
in the Orlando area.
Magik Market, a local convienience store located
across the street from the UCF main campus
displays UF and Renegade souvenirs en masse but,
ironically, a pegasus 01: Knight is not to be found in
the place. Manager Susan Ghazal gave a simple

reason for the lack of UCF promotion in her store.
She said no one has approached her with the idea
but she would be willing to talk about it.
Athletic Attic, The Athlete's Foot, Foot Locker,
and Robby's Sporting Goods all carry quite a wide
selection of souvenirs for other Florida colleges.
Salesmen in each shop agreed that shirts, hats, and
other paraphenalia marked with the UCF logo
would sell if their stores carried them.. Each explained that the decision to carry a certain school's
souvenier items is up to the store's corporate buyer
who buys on the national level. FSU and UF pro-

$EE T·SHIRTS, PAGE 5

Dr. Ruth Westheimer will be coming to UCF
Monday night to speak on the subject of responsible sexuality.
The lecture, to be held in the gym, kicks off a
three-day program on intimacy offered by the new
Student Health Education Center.
Earl Ubell, health and science editor for Parade
magazine and CBS News/New York will also participate·-. in the program, leading a series of
workshops entitled "Getting to Know You:
Responsible Intimacy" and _speaking Tuesday
night on the subject of nurturing in America.
Westheimer's is scheduled to speak at 8 p.m. The
first of Ubell's workshops on Tuesday will run from
9 a.m. to 10:45. Workshop two will be from 2:30
p.m. to ·4:15 the same day. That night Ubell will
speak on nurturing and, the next morning from 9
a.m. to 10:00 workshop three will be held All programs will be held in the Student Center
Auditorium, except for Westheimer's lecture.
Dr. John Langdon, director of Student Health
Services, describes the program as chance to "put
some ~f yourself into learning communication
skills." He says· that the workshops (which are
designed for 100-200 people) are ideal for students
who wish to learn more about intimacy. Langdon
suggests bringing along a significant other person" to share the experience. "We're trying to help
people understand nurturing... to be assertive
without reducing the other person to ashes."
Ubell will also be appearing 9n the Channel 6
News with Carole Nelson at 12 noon Tuesday.
Langdon says he would like to have UCF students
in the studio audience.

a
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'Cola Wars' comes to UCF sidewalk$
••

•
•

· Jim Bliss, a psychology major, had
similar comments. "I think it's great
NEWS EDITOR
because Coke kind of had a monopoly
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a n d students were forced to drink
The Coca-Cola Co. recently lost its Coke.''
monopoly on canned soft drink sales
at UCF as icons of the "New Genera- have a definite favorite. "I'm going to
tion" recently settled on campus.
start drinking Pepsi. We've been forcThe 26 brand new Pepsi machines ed to drink Coke all this time," said
have replaced half ·of Coke's Casamento.
machines, according to Dick Scott,
director of Business Services at UCF.
Many students, when seeing the
"We've negotiated a two-year con- new Pepsi machines, feared there
tract,'' said Scott, that will allow the precious Coke had been taken away
student~ to make their own choice (of
from them. "What'd they do with my ·
soft drinks)."
----Coke,'' said one dorm resident. His
Is UCF ready for "Cola Wars?" fears were soon abated when a friend
Will UCF cola drinkers drop Coke for pointed out an old familiar Coke
the new kid on the block?
machine around the corner.
Many students are indifferent on
To many, the prolifertion of "Cola
the subject. Others, like engineering Wars" at UCF doesn't make any diftechnology major Scott Casamento ference.
·
by Tim Ball

11

•

"I could care less about Coke and
all," said one student. "I'd rather
have beer machines instead."
"I , think the whole deal is way
overblown. There's no difference between Coke and Pepsi,'' said another.
An official with Pepsi, who preferred to remain unnamed, was confident that his company's product
would fare well at UCF. He declined
to speculate how much revenue the
new Pepsi machines would take away
from Coke, saying only, 'I'm really
confident that we're going to outsell
them (Coca-Cola)."
Several officials from Coca-Cola
denied comment.

Hot tip...
Looking for something to do Friday
night? Well, look no further. Witness
the '85 debut of Gene McDowell
and his determined UCF Knights as
they do battle with Larry little and
the Bethune-Cookman W11dcats.
Game !ime Is 7:00 p.m. at Orlando
Stadium.
~o transportation? No excuse.
Call 275-2139 for infomation on a
free ride to the game. So be there!

•

•

..

D SCHOLARSHIPS
Rotary International will
hold a meetin for students
interested in scholarships on
September 5 at 3:30 p.m. in
the student affairs conference room.
The scholarships available
for use in many countries include: roundtrip transportation from student's city, all
academic fees, room, board,
educational supplies and
allowance for other expenses.
Additional information
can be obtained by contacting Barth Engert at
275-2231.

D LIBRARY HOURS
The library has announced
its 1985-86 schedule. The
hours are:
Monday-Thursday-7:45
a.m.-11 p.m., Friday-7:45
a.m.- 6 p.m., Saturday-10
a.m.-5 p.m. and Sunday-2
p.m.-11 p.m.
Extended hours during
final exam week will be:
M onday-Thursday-7: 45
a.m.-12
midnight,
Friday-7:45 a.m.·11 p.m.,
Saturday-10 a.m.-11 p.m.
and Sunday-12 noon-11
p.m.
D INSURANCE ADVICE
"Florida students could

save hundreds of dollars by
shopping carefully for their
auto insurance,'' says
Florida Insurance Commisioner Bill Gunter.
You should buy car insurance the same way you
buy a car says Gunter.
"Look at several different
brands, compare the product
and the price and then make
a decision. '' ·
Anyone interested in a
free ''Automobile Insurance
Shoppers' Guide" can write
the Bureau of Field Operations, Larson Building·
Room 334, Tallahassee, FL
32301.

D NEW CHAIRPERSON
Dr. Maude Wahlman,
recently relocated from the
University of Mississippi, is
the new chairman of UCF's
art department.
A graduate of Yale,
Wahlman also holds a
masters degree in anthropology. "Art is taken
from society's myths and
current events; to understand art you must understand the society," said
Wahlman.
Wahlman, whose interests
revolve primarily around
various periods of African
art, will be teaching classes

in "non-Western art" at
UCF.
Asked about changes she
will facilitate in the art
department, Wahlman listed
several, including early morning and evening classes ·
and, in the near future, a
class dealing with graphics
on the Macintosh computer.
Deadline for News Briefs is
Thursday prior tq_ publication. All material submitted
must be typed and doublespaced. Any public service announcements should be submitted to Confetti
compiled by Chris Johnson
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Student leaders a 'sounding board'
skills. The council is currently
developing a presentation to inform
Orlando executives and civic
organizations about UCF growth.

by Amy Lake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

There are 15 outstanding UCF
students this year who are serving
the university as members of the
President's Leadership Council
(PLC).
The council members serve UCF as
official student ambassadors, both on
campus and in the community, at
events such as visits by the Board of
Regents, the Freshman Honors Convocation, and the Parent/Spouse
Orientation.
PLC members are selected on the
basis of leadership, scholarship and
service. Members are degree-seeking
students of junior standing or higher
who have maintained an overall
minimum GPA of 3.0 or better. They
must also have demonstrated leadership ability through involvement in
university and community organizations and activities.
In addition to recognizing exceptional students and serving UCF, the
President's Leadership Council has
been established to educate and
develop each PLC member. Through

The Central Florida Future, your
campus newspaper is now hiring
advertising representatives. An
ad rep is someone who sells adver·
tising space in the newspaper. The
hours vary and are FLEXIBLE .
Current reps work 15-20 hours a
week. This is a good opportunity
for you to make money and con- .
tacts in the Orlando area. Stop by
The Central Florida Future
business office today and talk to
Kelly or Rick or call 275-2865.

UCF President Trevor Colbourn
hopes to use these top students as a
sounding board for UCF student opinions and suggestions. The following
students are members of the 'President's Leadership Council: Steven
Cady, Albert Clark, Angela Johnson,
Luci Johnson, Patty Kunze, Susan
Liontas, Debra Rockwood, Larry
Roos, Kelly Sands, Laurie Santulli,
Matthew Sasso, Michele Spisak,
Elaine Waring, Amy Weaver and
Sharlene Wendel.

Colbourn

specially designed programs and interaction with campus and community leaders, PLC members receive
specialized training in leadership, administration and public relations

•

Charlotte Breed, assistant dean of
students and PLC Advisor, says the
council gave an estimated 900 hours
·of service to the university last year. _
She says the hard work and dedication of the council demonstrates that
PLC is not just another honorary
organization, although its members
are . touted as tops. Members do
receive a $500 stipend per semester
for their work in the program.

HE'ALTH
FROM PAGE 1
health · matters such as
fitness, exercise, and disease
prevention.
Dr. John Langdon, director
of Student Health Services,
says the new center will be
mainly used by people who
are interested in learning how
they can reduce their "health
risk.'' To this end, Langdon is
introducing a program that ·
will eventually provide what
he calls a "health risk appraisal.'' Incoming freshmen
this semester have' already
participated in the first part
of the appraisal; during orientation many of them filled out
questionnaires which asked
for information such as driving, drinking, eating and exercise habits. The second part
of the program consists of a
series of tests that make up a
basic physiolgical profile. The
result is ''a report for
students that shows their risk
landscape," says Langdon.
Dr. Frank Rohter is the exercise physiologist for the
center. He has been on the
faculty at UCF since the
university was chartered. He
projects a heavy emphasis on
exercise education for UCF
students. Two of the programs he is considering are

'

Get our new $49* software module
when you buy an HP-41.
It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has
no equal.
Our new HP-41 Advantage software module packs
12K of ROM. One and a half times the capacity of any
other HP-41 module. Large enough to hold the most
popular engineering, mathematical and financial pro- ·
grams ever written for the HP-41.
You get comprehensive advanced matrix math functions, roots of equations and polynomials, integrations,
base conversion and logic functions, and time value of
money functions.
Our new module is also sub-programmable. So you
can quickly access just a portion of a program, or transfer that section to your own program.
And it's even menu-driven. That eliminates overlays
~ and reduces the number of prompts.
. ·. . In short, you get everything it's going to take to help
~(;)U make the grade in everything from Linear Algebra
l0Pbysics to Electronics to Statics and Dynamics.
The HP-41 is a deal all its own. Its operating
~tern is so advanced, it doesn't need an "equals"
key. Little wonder it's preferred by more engineers
than any other calculator.
, ., This is a limited time offer. Call (200) FORHPPC. Ask for Dept. 658B. We'll instantly give
you the name of a dealer who has no equal.
Do it now. The phone call is free.
But our new module won't be for long.

"Fitness with the Fanatics",
a daily run, bike or swim; and
a test for for blood fat levels
that would help students
design a more healthy diet.
He says that students
shouldn't be discouraged if
they aren't perfectly fit when
they begin the programs.
"This is not an athletic event. ·
Students will be arranged in
ability groups. Intentionally,
we don't want to exclude
anyone."
In addition to active exercise and diet help, the center
will offer more traditional
resources such as videotapes,
books, pamphlets and software geared toward improving student awareness. "You
can't direct your study or
your efforts without knowing
what to do," says Langdon.

F/idl
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•
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HEWL.ETT

Iii!~ PACKARD

I'm a student who has no equal. Here's my
proof-of-purchase to. prove it. Please
send me my free software module.
Name
Address

•
City

~

State

Zip

Phone Number
HP-4 1 Serial Number

Mail coupon with proof-of-purchase to:
Hewlett-Packard Co., c/o Direct Mail
Projects/M-M, P. 0. Box 10598,
Portland, Oregon 97209

PG12s11
*U.S. suggested list price

Offer not redeemable at HP dcal<r. HP-4 1 mull be purcha1td
between 8/15/85 and 11/15/85. Envelopes must be postmarked
by 12/31/85 . Good only in U.S .A. Void where prohibited, tued
or restricted by law . HP employee purchases not eligible. Allow
6 ·8 weeks for delivery.

•

"

•
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WRITER'S BLOCK CURED
Send $2 for catalog of over 16,000 topics, to
assist your writing efforts and help you beat
Writer's Block. For info., call TOLL-FREE
1-800-621-5745. (In Illinios, call 312-922-0300.)
Auth0r's Research, Rm. 600-N, 407 South
Dearborn, Chicago IL 60605.
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NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.
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T·SHIRTS
FROM PAGE 3
products are easy to JD.arket because they
have supporting fans in southern states other
than Florida. The demand for UCF goods is
llinited to the Central Florida area.
DellID.ark Sporting Goods had a JD.ore
positive response. Their stores have carried
UCF products but this season's shipment has
yet to arrive.
Scott fruit of Decathlon Sporting Goods in
the Fashion Square Mall pointed out a single
black and gold UCF gym bag among the
Gator and Seminole bags on display. He said
he has little control over the stock his cor·
porate office supplies hiID. Scott did,
however, like the idea of selling UCF products because there is a deJD.and in this area.
The men's department at Sears Roebuck
and Co. had the expected racks of FSU and
UF clothing. And against the back wall, some
UCF jackets were also on display.
A Belle Lindsey eIDployee put the blaJD.e on
the university, "SoJD.ebody out there isn't doing their job promoting the school.'' The only
UCF goods at the store were T-shirts found
on a bargain table. An employee said shirts
like those do not sell too well, but, if UCF had
quality shirts .like UF and FSU they would
sell.
The most promising report came from
William Donovan of the J.C.Penney's sporting goods department. Donovan, a senior at
UCF, has been trying to get his store to carry
shorts and shirts with,the UCF logo. For the

You'll want Pilot's "l3etterllollpoint
Pen''. as well. Its tungsten carbide
boll, held securely within a durable
stainless steel tip, insures
a non-skip ink delivery
and smooth write-out.
Carbons? They' re a breeze
because of its uniquely
ribbed grip, and there sno
writer's cramp.
0 Only 79'.

You may not be a Mari-I
Twain but with a Pilot Razor
Point there's no telling what you
could do. The Razor
Point's durable plastic
"'' ·
point.conveys every
word in a smooth, thin
unbroken flow. Express
your indMduol personality
with every stroke.
Onty98~

past two months Donovan has been talking
to his department's buyer and has reason to
believe the UCF name will show up soon,
"Because such a great number of UCF
students and graduates reside in Orlando
year round, there is a definite demand for the
products.''
Donovan also strongly believes that someone from the university should-be contac·
ting buyers for local stores to promote UCF
products. Donovan has sent many customers
looking for UCF merchandise to the Uiliversi·
ty Bookstore on campus. He is sure that
some never made it because the campus is
out of the way for most shoppers.
University attorney Ashmun Brown
believes that manufacturers are not taking
advantage of a good situation. UCF is willing
to let companies use the Knight logo without
paying royalties for at least one year. This is
done to allow a market for the items to be
built up. Brown agrees there is a demand for
the UCF products but none of the companies
are "knocking down the doors." The only
stipulation UCF makes when a company
shows interest in marketing UCF products is
that the UCF name be used in good taste and
that it be submitted to Brown for appoval.
According to many sporting goods stores,
the decision to carry UCF merchandise lies in
the hands of corporate buyers. Unfortunately, most of the buyers are not located in the
Orlando area. According to Brown, the problem is with souvenir manufacturers not tak·
ing advantage of a profitable situation.
Whatever the case, Central Floridians
must look far and wide to find a good selec·
tion of UCF souveniers.

The scars

of an abused child
can stay with us
. I National Committee for
all his life. .
'lit Prevention of Child Abuse

Help us get tO the heart of the problem.

•

Write: Prevent Child Abuse, Box 2866, Chicago, Dllnois ~90

..

UNITED CAMPUS
MINISTRY

•
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2238 wtn,er "

COUNSELING

BIBLE STUDIES

RELIGIOUS WORSHIP

FUN ACTIVITIES

SERVICE PROJECTS

RETREATS

BAPTIST

CATHOLIC

Baptist Campus Ministry Newman Club
Rev. Hal Brooks
Rev. Sean Cooney
Ms. Lavoy Lauter
JEWISH

EPISCOPAL
Canterbury Club · ·
Rev. John Liebler

LUTHERAN
Rev. Fred Schramm

Chabad House
Rabbi Sholom Dubov

UNITED METHODIST
Wesley Foundation
Rev. Hardy Sandlin

CONGREGATIONAL
Rev. Lloy9 Larsen

KARDIA· Interdenominational
(Also International Students)
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Sullivan

FOR .MORE INFO:
Contact the UCM Center
In the Student Center
Rooms 207 and 208
Phone: 275·2468
tt·
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EAST·WEST
FROM PAGE l
municipal bond issues. Tolls
collected are used to pay the
long term debt. Any excess
tolls will be used to build new
sections of the beltway
system, along with new bond
issues.

of way, and individuals will
not have their homes
destroyed during construction of the new highway.

In the case of Watermill, a
building permit was obtained
prior to the reservation of the
land. Lester Zimmerman,
vice-president of Greater Construction, developer of Watermill, was not available for
comment.

Toll rates for the extension
have not yet been determined,
said Gwynn. Vollmer and
Associates of New York City
will do a price-demand study
to determine the optimum toll
rate for the new highways.
The study will determine
what price most peopl~ are
willing to pay for use of the
roads.

In the Suncrest development, located east of Dean
Road on University Blvd.,
property buyers are still being asked to sign a waiver
stating that the exact location of the East-West's northern extension may affect
them. An eariler proposed
route showed the northern extension going east of Dean
Both extensions, as they Road rather than west. Plans
are currently planned, will af- for the east-of-Dean extension
fect several residential sub- have since been scrapped.
divisons. Those subdivisions
Armand Blair, viceare Arbor Ridge, Hunters
Trace, Wood Ridge, Orange president of Bel-Aire Homes,
builders of Suncrest, confirmRidge and Watermill.
ed that "Watermill is the
Homes in the Watermill designated area" for the Eastsubdivision that are in the West northern extension, and
pa th of the proposed northern said that anyone buying in
expressway extension are be- Suncrest will "receive the
ing leased, not sold, until the facts " concerning the exexpressway is built, accor- pressway.
ding to a realtor there.
Concerning the one· Land in the proposed pa th hundred yard right of way for
of an expressway is usually the expressway, Gwynn emreserved. This reservation of paha sized that property
land, which is · usually 100 owners would receive fair
yards wide, prevents the is- market value for their homes,
suance of building permits for no residential property would
that land. In this way the ex- be land locked and any
pressway authority will not enivironmentally sensitive
have to buy expensive land destroyed by the exresidential property as right pressway would be replaced.

GOOD PIZZA? GREAT PIZZA!
A.ND MORE!!!

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
• LUNCH 11·2 $2.95
• DINNER 5·9 $3.95
FEATURING
SOUP, SPAGHETTI, LINGUINI WITH GARLIC BUTTER
BAKED ZITI, PIZZA, HOMEMADE BREAD STICKS
AND A 30 ITEM SALAD BAR

IT'S EITHER ITALY

c~s~l\11~
PIZZERIA RISTORANTE

282·4242

11654
E. COLONIAL DR.

OR US

ATTENTION ALL UCF STUDENTS.
IN,TERNATIONAL CALCULATOR & COMPUTER
IS NOW BEATING ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF
HEWLETT·PACKARD CALCULATORS ·BRING IN A
COPY OF THEIR AD. WE'LL GIVE YOU LOCAL
DELIVERY. WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!
Students! Work Smart.
.

•

•

•

-

Work Simply... With Hewlett-Packard!

Whether you ·re in Science. Engineering, Business, Qr Finance, your classes are
challenging and loaded \\ith tough problems.
·
Cut those problems down to size with an HP calculator. Built-in functions and timesaving ieatures like dedicated keys are as close as a single keystroke.
Get your HP calculator today.
rh;."W HEWLETT
a'.:~ PACKARD

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED PRICES
HPllC
$69.00
HP41CV $199.00
HP12C
104.80
HP41CX
264.00
HPlSC
104.80
· HP71B
425.00

Calculator & Computer

-1NTERNATIONAL

2914 Corrine Dr. ·
Orlando 898-0081

•

•

0

•

Ligh-lning ••

•

•

How and where it happens
·.,.:·
·:~

.:.:.
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by Morgan Phillips
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Every year almost 100
thunderstorms make
their way into Central
Florida bringing with
them a rain of dangerous
electrical bolts of lightn. jng.
If you have lived in this
area for long, you have
become well acquainted
with the occurance of the
afternoon thundershower.
The high number of these
thunderstorms makes
Central Florida, because
of the numerous strikes
associated with these
storms, ''The Lightning
Capital of the World."
But w'1at is lightning?
Lightning
is
the
discharge ~ of excess electrical energy in a
thundercloud or between
the thundercloud and the
ground.
Friction caused by the
release of physical energy
in the thundercloud cause
pockets of electrical
charge. The places where
electrons begin to congregate become negatively charged and the other
spots in the storm and the
ground are then positively charged in comparison.
The electrical charges
continue to build up until
they reach a critical point,
when a group of the
energy probes toward a
pocket of opposite en~rgy.
This energy probe or

When thunder-clouds produce
unlike electrical charges they attract and create lightning. No one
knows what causes charges to
build. The popular theory is that
the movement of precipitation
within the clouds produce the
charges.

fJ The higher part of the clouds

have a positive charge, while the
lower are negative. As the cloud
moves the ground becomes
positively charged. The charges
build, attract each other and
form arcs of lightning. Lightning
can arc inside a cloud, from
cloud to cloud, or from cloud to
ground. Lightning travels at a
speed of 422 million feet per second.

~ Lightning heats gases in the
· air, the expansion causes thunder.
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Fundamentalism follows
a dangerous road
One of the negative results of
America's turn to the conservative
right has been its distortion of
religious values, specifically fundamentalism. ·
Religious fundamentalism is based
on the strict, literal interpretation of
the Bible. While that is not necessarily bad, it can lead to abuses.
Perhaps one of the worst abuses of
fundamentalism is the elevation of in·
dividuals to positions of power, to the
point that they can actually exercise
control over . other people. The
Jones town, Guyana tragedy is one of
the worst examples of what fundamentalist attitudes can do.
.
The Jerry Falwell-lead bent in
evangelism is perhaps one of the most
dangerous and distorted turns in
religion of our time. Falwell has
managed to turn fundamentalism into a political power instead of a
religious movement. Many would
argue, however, that religion should
be a political power; that it should act
on every aspect of our lives.
Religion should certainly play an
active role in decision-making, for indeed, that is where most of us get our
sense of justice and morality. But far
too often we have made political deci-

sions based on one particular belief
without respect for others. While
America was founded on Christian
ideals, it was still founded with
respect for other religions.
Chrisitian fundamentalists would
seemingly have a difficult time
deciding between the teachings of the
Old Testament Bible 'eye for an eye,
tooth for a tooth' maxim, and New
Testament Bible's 'turn the other
cheek.' Yet many evangelicals find it
easy to adopt either one based on different situations.
One might call that situational
ethics. A more appropriate connota·
tion might be self-serving and
vascillating. Perhaps the many contradictions found throughout the Bi·
ble lend the greatest fallacy to fundamentalism.
Fundamentalism no doubt, has
many sincere and honest adherents.
But America is being force-fed fundamentalism, and practically
threatened with everything from eter·
nal damnation to Armageddon if we
fail to follow the Way.
The question we ask here, is whose
Way are we to follow? Is there only
one? Are we so divine now that we
really know?

"I don't anticipate an active sex life the rest of this semester. Do you want the bottom bunk?

UCF students should wear their pride
This is NOT Gainesville. This is
NOT Tallahassee either. But you
wouldn't know that if you walked
around campus and saw the
multitudes of Gators and Seminoles
paraphernalia-most
notably
T-shirts.
·
Why do all those people who failed
out of UF or FSlJ still cling to the
past by wearing these shirts? Well
folks, you failed there or somehow
ended up here at UCF. The least you
could do is have the common courtesy
and simple decency to wear a UCF
shirt. If not, wear a non-partisan
shirt.
But the greatest insult of all does
not come from the tasteless, mindless
vegetables wearing Gators and

Seminoles shirts around campus, but
local businesses.
You can't even walk 50 feet across
the street to the Majik Market and
buy a Knights shirt. But you can buy
a Gators shirt there. Imagine that, a
store that gets 99 percent of its
revenue from UCF students will sell a
Gators shirt, but not a Knights shirt.

Well, I say we show our appreciation
to Majik Market by boycotting the
store. No UCF student should spend
a dime in that store until we get an
apology from the management and
get our shirts in there.
Some local businessmen say our
school shirts and other items won't
sell in their stores. I agree. They
won't sell. They won't sell because
the products are not on their shelves,
that's why. UCF isn't even given a
fighting chance to compete.
This fiasco has been going on long
enough and it is a real slap in the face
to UCF' s instructors, students, alum·
ni, and most importantly the football
team. If people are so infatuated with
Gainesville or Tallahassee, tpen why

don't they go there and take their
shirts with them?
But better yet, I want to see the
atIµetic dep~tment organize a swap.
UCF shirts for Gators and Seminoles
shirts. Hey, we have the fourth
largest football program in the State
University System here. We have a
coach who is respected around the
country as being one of the best in the
business. This is no penny ante opera·
tion here, but it is being cheapened by
people who wear shirts from other
schools on our c~pus.
It is time for the concerned
students of thi~ school to unite and
the apathetic ones to stay out of the
way.

Coke makes ii big, Knights need help
Cola Wars ... And you thought we were immune.
If you havn't noticed, half of the Coke machines

have been removed from campus and replaced with
Pepsi dispensers instead. The administration says
the change was made to give students a better
choice. To me, it just means I'll probably have to
walk further to get a Coke.
Speaking of choice, my gosh, you've got your
Coke, Classic Coke, Cherry Coke, Diet Coke, Caffeine Free Coke, Caffeine Free Diet Coke ... If that's
not variety; what is? I say ~e just give the whole
bid to Royal Crown Cola and settle the argument
once and for all.
·
Fighting Knights ... After attending the UCF versus. UCF scrimage last Friday I can see why the
Krughts have so much trouble winning. To say the
crowd was small just doesn't carry the proper impact. I mean, the band practically outnumbered the
spectators.

DON

WlrilKtND
Maybe if UCF would just show a little support
for the home team we might get to see some real
football. Thanks to the uncaring attitude expressed
by most students, the home field advantage is practically non-existent here.
By the way, if you didn't know, you all bought
season tickets to the games! Yes, that's that thing
they call the athletic fee. ff you have to buy the
tickets, you might as well check out the game.
Reflecting Pool ... Did you notice that the reflecting pool is clean again? Why do they bother? It

will look a pretty blue-green for about a week and
then the dirt, filth and other forms of toxic waste
will make it ugly again.
I suggest we put the money normally reserved
for cleaning the pool into reducing the athletic
defecit. If we just let the algae grow for a while the
pretty blue-green color would come back all by
itself anyway!
Huricane Elena ... Boy, did that storm deserve to
be named after a woman! Damn thing just couldn't
make up its mind about anything. Hurricane Bob
knew what he was doing, and managed not to cause
too much trouble at the same time. Oh well, I'm
told that -i ts a woman's perrogative to change her
mind at any time. But then again, don't you have tomake it before you can change it?
Ah, I give up. Some things just weren't made to
be understood.
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D South Africa debate
Two weekends ago the racial strife in South
Africa intensified. Near Durban, spear and
machete bearing Zulu warriors attacked rival
blacks who were members of the Democratic Front
Organization. The Zulu tribe, numbering six
million is the largest in South Africa. The clash at
Durban is endemic of Africa's tribal problems.
While the international press has covered white
repressive action, there seems to be silence on the
issue of black versus black outrages.
It is difficult to defend the apartheid system. But

seen against a panorama of African politics it appears benign. For instance, the Marxist Ethiopian
government is holding back relief efforts in order to
strengthen its position. At least there are not
millions of people starving in South Africa. Indeed,
thousands immigrate each year. Ii:i Zimbabwe
Robert Mugabe's one-party state is terrorizing
Matabeleland, killing rival tribesmen and
persecuting the national church. Where is the loud
voice of Reverend Jesse Jackson?
The vociferous opponents of apartheid such as
Jesse Jackson are not :FOokies in the morality game.
While touring South Vietnam in 1976 he said; "It
has been fascinating for me to observe what has
happened in South Vietnam." I am not acusing him
of being a communist. It just appears hypocritical
for one to approve of a bambo gulag and later pontificate against "."hite racism.
Is it only. when white men whip, beat, and kill
blacks that American black leaders speak out? In
1977 black la"\\ryer Florence Kennedy lauded Uganda's Idi Amin as, "an outstanding figure." She
defended Ills genocidal pratices as being necessary
for political control. by the same token, so is
Pretoria.
If the debate over South Africa isto become more

intelligent, it must investigate the aspect of black
violence as well as white racism. I wonder what
Reverend Jackson would do if Ethiopia were ruled
by whites.?
Rocky Haag
Graduate student

•

D How do they do it?

school paper.
Speaking of his "Moon", I feel he should get
what he deserves. I suggest that the entire student
body bend over and drop their pants just to make
this real schmuck happy.
By the way, Mr. Moon, I happen to know this
Glick fellow and I find his abilities in graphics and
design quite adequate.
Stephen Todd
Engineering

Editor:
~

I would like to congratulate you and your staff on
putting out such a fjne paper under ~uch adverse
cfrcumstances, namely the buildings you work out
of.
I wanted to place a classified ad in the paper last
week and was given directions from a friend on how
to get to the Future Business Office.
I pass.ed by a trailer about seven times thinking
to myself,"No, not that building!" I finally saw the
Future sign outside and ventured within.
"Yuck!!", I said to myself. I'd like to ask the
school officials how they expect the paper to function under these conditions.
I was told that a dormitory was going to be built
on the site where the Editorial Office sits now .
What is the paper supposed to do? Perhaps Dr. Colbourn would share his office with the Future. What
about it Trev?
Vernon Davis
Education

D Manny should get
mooned
Editor:
I'm new on campus, a freshman to be exact, and
my school newspaper experience comes from
reading the junk we published at good 'ole Cocoa
High.
Getting to the point, I was wondering how you
could allow a BOZO like Manny Moon to write (I
guess that's what you could call it) for such a well
established paper. He would have been out on his
"Moon" the first time he picked up a pencil at our

D Traffic whipping
Editor:
The traffic and parking situation at UCF last
week had to be the worst ever. Never have I seen
traffic on Alafaya Trail, heading toward Highway
50, backed up to UCF. The fastest route to
Highway 50 is to go west on University Boulevard
and cut back on Dean or Goldenrod roads.
The funny thing is that the powers that be are expanding University Boulevard while traffic is at a
standstill on Alafaya Trail. Never do I remember
being stopped dead in the road on Alafaya and able
to talk to a person in a car going the other direction.
As for the parking situation, I've bought my
parking sticker, and the first time I cannot find a
parking space someone is going to feel the business
end of a buggy-whip.
Debbie Guy
Finance
Letter Polley
Letters to the editor must be typed and Include the author's signature, major
and phone number. All letters ore subject to editing and become the
copyrighted property of The Central Florida Future. If just cause Is shown, the
writer's name will be withheld upon request.

Mall Subscription's
Subscriptions by mall ore available to readers al a cost of six dollars per
semester, or 513 per school year. For more Information call (305) 275-2865.
The Central Florida Future Is a free, non-profit weekly newspaper published 36
times during the academic year. The Central Florida Future serves the University of Central Florida, Orange, Seminole, Brevard, and Volusia Counties.
The newspaper Is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association and, College Press Service.

DELIVERY
($5.00 MINIMUM)

PIZZA
12"

14"

16"

5.25

6.50

7.50

.75

1.00

SPECIAL (10 TOPPINGS)_ 9.50

11.75

CHEESE ONLY
TOPPINGS (EACH)
SICILIAN (THICK CRUST)
TOPPINGS (EACH)
SPECIAL SICILIAN

---------------

HOT·TOASTED OR COLD
HAM and CHEESE

2.50 TURKEY

· 1.00

SALAMI and CHEESE

2.50 ROAST BEEF 3.00

13.00

PEPPERONI and CHEESE

2.50 STEAK

10.00

COMBINATION
(HAM, CHEESE, SALAMI)

2.75 MEATBALL 2.50
.
(CHEESE 25¢ EXTRA)

1.25
16.50

HELP WANTED

Not valid w/anv other coupon

---------------

2.50
2. 7 5 .

r.---lm!'-------~-

l

SIX PACK:

HOURS:
1 C
Mon.·Thurs.: 11am·10am
BEER OR COKE
Fri.·S.at.: · llam·lam
I BUY A LARGE PIZZA
10520 E. COLONIAL DR. Sunday:
12 noon·9pm WITH TWO OR MORE ITEMS

$1.00 OFF 282·4145
ANY PIZZA
WITH ONE ITEM
OR MORE

SUBS

(ACROSS FROM McDONALDS)

I
I

I AND GET A 6 PACK FOR A
I PENNY
I
.
I Not valid w/any other coupon

1..--------------

. .:tf

GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000 550,000 I yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for information.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON

CONGRATULATIONS TEKES on a
great RUSH. Congratulations to all
pledges and welcome to Tau
Kappa Epsilon. Get ready for a
busy, but fun semester. Football
practice MWF 3:00 Lets Win!
Pl KAPPA ALPHA

Congratulations to Rick Erickson
and the RUSH force for keeping
Pike no. 1, ge>od luck to a great
pledge class, we're sure you will
uphold the reputation. Get ready
for title winning football.

THE WALK TONIGHT
Child care help. 1 child, my home
at Red Bug and 436. 20 hrs. per
week, flexible. 52 hr. -or- Rm. and
bd. in exchange for part-time
child care & light housework.
Refrences 339-3695.
Sl0-360 weekly/up mailing circulars no quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Dept. AR-3ceg, Box
830, Woodstock, II. 60098

Beginning Sept. 5th the Student
Account Society will hold their
weekly meetings. All interested
students are cordially invited and
urged to attend this first meeting
which will be held at 2pm Thursday in room 125 of the Education
building. Invest in friendship and
your future!

Typing QUALITY; term papers,
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. 1 Mi. from
campus. Marti 365-68 74.

THE WALK TONIGHT
Needed one roommate location
op dwelling has yet to be determined. Applicant has say in location if interested call Dennis
277-1356
THE WALK TONIGHT

THE WALK TONIGHT

'

Typing in my Orange county home
1O yrs experience Sherry
656-5455
For Sale twin bed like new-550.00
Call 275-2819 or 647:5517

THE WALK· TONIGHT
Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc;
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
tees. 657-0705.

THE WALK TONIGHT
Frienze 27" 15-speed bicycle,
Precision Dr, brand new 5100 call
Beth
273-7000

BULIMIA, ANOREXIA,
OVERWEIGHT

Send for the new s~lf-help tape! It
may change your life forever. Use
this tape in private. No fear of
detection or exposure. Send
Sl0.00 for postage to DONECO,
INC. 470 Burnt Tree Lane Apopka,
fl. 32703 money back if not
satisfied, no da_m aged tapes!
THE WALK TONIGHT

FAST PROFESSIOl\AL TYPING
Earn what you're worth!
If you are willing to work your income will reflect ltl Part-time people needed. Work your own hours.
for appointment call Giibertson 8 &
Associates Sat. July 13th at
695-2003 after 6pm
Appointment Setters 5.50 hr. plus
bonus Mon-Thu 3:30 to 8:30 SAT
9am to 1 Call 671-9939 Ask for Bill
Tucker.
After school day care needed for
2 children ages l 0 and 8; 2:30 to
6pm ea day M-F 5 min from campus house with swimming pool
$50 per week to include dinner
preparation and some light
housekeeping. Transportation and
refrences required 657-7136 After
6pm

Room for rent near UCF; Female
roommate; Nonsmoker; Christian;
$175 per month; utl inc. 275-8518
Roommate W.P. female to share 3
Bdrm home with same 250 per
mo call 9-5 660-1984 ask for Marth a

Female. South 15 A area 11 mi to
UCF share 3 Bdrm 11 /2 bath home
w/2 females non-smoker and no
pets 130 per mo. plus 1/3 utl. SlOO
deposit call Laurie 646-4320 M-F
8:30-5:00
Female roommate wanted to
share a 3 bedroom, 2 bath fully
furnished
condo
185.00
mo.-share utilities 282-7669 (Brenda)
after
5 :30
pm

THE WALK TONIGHT
Flower Girls wanted part time and
full time positions available call
857-9435 for more information
Carpool from Melb area five daysany or all call Mike 259-4696
wknds
Free 520 silver ring first five
becoming salespersons for unique
important friendship rings and
pendents. Claddagh 6605 mid Pl
Tampa Fl 33617
Distributers wanted tor Colonial
Travel Books. 50 %
Discounts in major motels
throughout South, no investment.
Huge profits. Free details.
Bestsellers.PO Box 6991 , BirmAL
35210
i ng ham

THE WALK TONIGHT
Students needed to clean homes!
Work around your schedules. Call
699-1636.
Home cleaners; good starting
pay. Flexable hours. Must have
car. Call 699-1636.
Child care for one 3 yr old
references and transportation required hours salary, times, flexible
12 to 15 hrs a wk contact Patti
Raetz
671-1868

Share a home 1 female student
seeks non-smoker, responsible
female student to share 2-bdrm
house in Or-I. 13 mi fr UCF must furnish own bedroom refrences
(305)
898-4220

A "~E TYPING SERVICE
Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps
for 544? Get the facts today! Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.

Guaranteed 100" Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelllng.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service avallable.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

THE WALK TONIGHT
For Sale table and chairs 520 call
Robin 282-6208 After 6pm
THE WALK TONIGHT
GOVERNMENT HOMES from 51 (U
repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000 ext
GH-4628 for information.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll
tree 1-800-432-8517.
55 off with this ad

WORD MASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."
THE BEST OF RA TES-

Quallty Work
FREE TITLE PAGE
and R~PORT COVER.

THE WALK TONIGHT

THE WALK TONIGHT

THE WALK TONIGHT

THE WALK TONIGl:IT

1963 Renault Alliance l 6i, 4dr, excel. condition, AC, am/fm stereo,
tilt wheel , cord. interior, low
mileage, 55200 or best offer. Eves
and weekends 657-2153, days
420-5587

Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-~2. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.

678·7037.

THE WALK TONIGHT
Female roommate wanted to
share with same 3 Bdrm 2 Bath
townhouse 3 mi from UCF CALL
2 7 7 ·- 8 2 2 6

Females to share house with same
5180 plus utilities great location
695-~929

Nonsmoking quiet upperclassman
to share brand new cor:ido at Fox
Hunt Lanes l mile from UCF fully
equiped partially furnished
150/mo. 1/3 utl. Call 277-8889.
Wanted roommate to share 2
bdrm apt $185 per month plus 1/2
utl near pool, lighted tennis courts,
private room. Convenietly locqted
near shopping centers Call
Charles (anytime) 677-1623
Roommate needed ;4 bedroom
house; fenced in yard: close to
UCF; easy going personality; Call
Terry Hm 297-2527 or wk 297-1133

THE WALK TONIGHT

Amazing Discovery!! lplus lplusl is
greater than 3. See for yourself Fri
and Sat at Woogies Pub on 436 W
of 14 -- The Frap Band

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.

THE WALK TONIGHT
Looking for fun and frienships
We're the group for you! We're the
group for you! We're Wesley the
Methodist fellowship that's open
to all denominations. Stop by
Sc208 or Call 275-2468 for more
information.

THE WALK TONIGHT
Word processing and editing. Professional writer and former English /
Business teacher, Reasonable
rates. r:all Jan 85 7-668 7.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
BIRTH CONTROL

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

I

628-0405
TOLL FREE 800-432·5249
QWERTY INK, LTD

A ytord processing service tor fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and

•

THE WALK TONIGHT

..

Computer consulting and repair
by trained professional technician/ UCF student IBM•Apple PC
and periferals. Low Rates Call Jeff
277-8889

~ellvery.

788·9097

•
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MAST£R

LIVING
15ll2

DL GARAGE
18x2D

..
....
:.

:.

:..... ::·

BEDROOM
13d3

WILLOW

FLOOR PLAN
1575 Sq. Ft.
Living Area

$74,900

RED
BUG
RD.

426

MODELS OPEN 10:30-6:00
SUNDAY 12:00-6:00
CLOSED FRIDAY

McDowell:
disappointed
with -38·8 win

The Offense
Q.B.

R.B.
27 - Sam

R.B.

lO - Lanham
11 - Slack

by Scott Gunerson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Last Friday night the UCF football team played
their 1985 Fall Black and Gold game before 400
loyal Knight followers.
The Black team .exploded for four touchdowns
and a field goal in the first quarter to pace their,
38-8 victory over the Gold
The Black win was no surprise, but UCF ·head
coach Gene McDowell expected a much higher
score. The black team was comprised of the first
and secound string offense and defense. The rest of
the Knight football team made up the Gold team
which served as the scout squad. The Gold team
·simulated what UCF opponents might do.
Although the Black offense started off the game
like gag-busters, but they failed to keep the
momentum going·throughout the contest. "We did
well in the first quarter with the number ones (first
string) in there," UCF offensive coordinator Mike
Kruczek said. ''We got some young guys in there in
the secound quarter and we came out and gave up
the ball too much in the third quarter for my
liking."
Before the game, McDowell challenged the Gold
to hold the Black offense under 60 points. What a
motivator.
McDowell felt that UCF Black quarterback Tony
Lanham turned in a par performance. Lanham
registered three touchdown passes but also threw
three interceptions and was tackled in the endzone
for a safety.
The Black team racked up some impressive stats.
Lanham completed 20 out of 34 passes for 331
yards. Elgin Davis led all receivers with three catches for 113 yards. Robert Ector led the UCF
ground game with 67 yards on seven carries.
The Gold offense was led by running back Reggie
Johnson who rushed for 63 yards on eight carries.
Darin Slack, UCF number two quarterback did
not dress out for the game. Slack, who has a sore
elbow, would have split time on the Black offense
with Lanham.
Linebacker Anthony Campbell, who slated 47
tackles last season, sat out with a pulled hamstring
that occured while he was running sprints. Both
Slack ~nd Camp bell should be ready for the
·
Bethune Cookman game on Saturday.
Black stopped Gold on their first possesion. Eric
Simpson blocked the Gold punt and Black
recovered the ball on Gold 15 yard line.
On the Black's first play, the call was a double
reverse to Poe White who swept left and out ran the
defense to the goal line.
Gold drove the ball down to the Black's ten yard
line before fumbling the ball away. George Allen,
Gold wide receiver, gained 25 yards on a reverse on
third down.
Next play, on Black's own 10 yard lin~, Tony

SEE SCRIMAGE, PAGE 15

Just what is it with UCF? One
minute you're hearing how everyone
is making great strides toward improving the program and the next you
see how other things are left in the
dust.
I went to the Black/Gold scrimage
last Friday to see how the team was
getting along, to help the marching
band, and to support women's
athletics. Well obviously not too
many other people gave a darn. There
must have been about at most 500
people in the whole place, and 40 percent of that was the marching band.
Sure the game wasn't a top notch
battle but the idea was to show your
support. Since no one (well almost no
one) showed up you must assume one
of three things: one, everyone would

The Defense
D.S.

D.B.

O.B.

13 - Riddle
22 - O'Ner.s

42 - Ervin
5 - Atterberr1

)·.

' LB..
: ~4 - Laptrtp 72 " Lincoln 61 - Simmons · 7} • 6.emb,ety 59 - GatciQ
4~ ~ Bogan 7!> • Rbdrlgue 62 - .GWynne 76 ,. Rodrigue. 41 ·• Jones

=·=

··=

33 -.KtnO
48 - Brock
Jett Glick:The Central Florido Future

UCF looks for win number one
by Scott Gunnerson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A year later and a season smarter, UCF will once
again open their season against Central Florida
rival Bethune-Cookman College.
The game will be at Orlando Stadium, 7 p.m.,
Saturday night. It will be the first real test of UCF
head coach Gene McDowell's new Knight football
squad.
For the most part, UCF is made up of players
from last year's 2-9 team. But this year the
Knights have gained much experience and a new
outlook.
UCF lost only 12 letterman from last year's team
and is returning 17 starters to the gridiron. Losses
to graduation include quarterback Dana Thyhsen,
defensive end Darrel Rudd, offensive guard Charlie
Miller, and offensive tackle Kolton Riley.

just as soon see football collapse as
make it; two, everyone just hates the
marching band and didn't want to
hear all that noise (remember guys, I
am not taking about me or the others
who showed up); or three, women's
athletics mean nothing to the
students.
Well, since we already have over a
million invested (owed to every
department at school, and everything
else in the area) in football, I hope

McDowell has two sophomores fighting for the
quarterback position. Darrin Slack and Tony
Lanham have been battling since spring drills to be
the UCF signal caller, and Lanham now holds the
edge going into the B-CC game.
Slack, 6 foot-190 pounds, saw action early last
season when Thyhsen went down with an injury in
the opener against B-CC. Slack started the next
week against N.E. Louisianna and completed )1
passes for 79 yards.
After originally attending the University of Kentucky, Lanham, 6-1 190 pounds, played at Northwest (Miss.) Junior College before coming to
UCF. He made an impressive debut in the spring
Black and Gold game completing 14 of 27 passes
for 251 yards.
The Knights have three explosive running backs,
Robert Ector, Elgin Davis and Aaron Sam, that

SEE OPENER, PAGE 17

everyone can see that just quitting is year's 10-25 record), and do we even
pretty dumb. I know that the . have coaches for the Lady Knight's
students just turned off by the dull tennis squad or basketball team yet?
game will be back for the B-CC brawl.
Maybe, they can put Coach King in
As far as the marching band goes, it charge of them as well? If they do you
sounds better this year than last and probably won't see much about them
everyone who came to last year's in the paper, the last writer sent to ·
games didn't come to see football. cover her volleyball team was told
that she had to approve all of the
Maybe women's athletics is answer, stories he wrote.
the school has long been noted for
closely following minimum standards
She won't see him again though, he
for funding. Now they have proof the decided that trying to cover UCF
students hate the programs that have athletics took up to much of his study
done so well in the past and they can time. (I don't blame him,. who wants
forget them.
to spend hours trying to write for the
Women's soccer and cross country volleyball coach.) Maybe the next vicjust share the men's coach, the tim, I mean writer, sent to cover
volleyball coach is a master at chas- volleyball· will get a warmer receping away coverage, (why not with last tion.
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TH S SEA N
EVERYONE
TALK N ABOUT

UCF Knights vs. Bethume Cookman
In Orlando Stadium
THIS SATURDAY NIGHT
KICK-OFF AT 7:00 p.m.
FREE admission for students witt:l a validated UCF l.D.
FREE bus ride to all home games
Call the "Sports Line" 275-2139
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Little and McDowell: trained to win
•

-

Ex-Dolphin looks
to score his 2nd winning season

Former 'Nole
looks for
first win

by Scott Wallin

by Kathy Johnson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Former Miami Dolphin All Pro
guard Larry Little returned to his
Alma Mater of Bethune-Cookman
College three years ago to take his
first coaching job after retiring from
the NFL in· 1980.
In 19.84, Little coached B-CC to a
record of 7;3 and took them to the
Mid Eastern Athletic Conference title. However, this year Little finds
himself in a challenging position of
rebuilding with the loss of sixteen
Wildcat seniors.
_.
Besides the loss of the graduates,
Little's 'Cats have a very demanding
schedule ahead of them and Little
knows it. B-CC faces rival division
I-AA powerhouses Georgia Southern,
Delaware State, Tennessee State, and
Sout.h Carolina State all on the rQad.
Last year the Wildcats slipped by
Delaware State and South Carolina
State by a total of four points, but
were walloped by Georgia Southern
and Tennessee State, amassed 43
points. A weak defense has been one
of the criticisms of B-CC, which held
only two teams to less than 20 points
last year.
As if the loss of players and tough
opponents weren't enough for Little
to contend with, he and the Wildc~ts
have failed to dodge the raindrops in
Daytona Beach. Many of the normal
four-a-day practices have been
decreased to two a day practices due
to foul weather conditions.

to deal with football's inconveniences
as well as a lesson of how the game is
played by no!le other than Miami
Dolphins head coach Don Shula.
Shula, arguably one of the finest
coaches the NFL has yet to produce,
takes his players and makes them ,all
students of the game.
'
Little was a student of Shula's .for
twelve seasons . ."There's no doubt
Don has been a great influence on my
coaching," Little said. "You just
don't play for a guy like Don and not
learn about the game. He's taught me
how to make full use of my players as
well as my assistants. ''
Little came to the Dolphins in 1969
in a trade with the San Diego
Chargers that sent Dolphin cornerback Mack Lamb to the west coast.
Little was selected to play in the Pro
Bowl six times and was voted AFC
Offensive Lineman Of The Year three
times by the NF_'L Players Associa-

Little, though, has been taught how

SEE LITTLE, PAGE 18

Pigskin.
Pi·c ks
Welcome to this year's Pigskin
Picks. We will give you our best
guess who will be on top this
week. - This week's prognosticators are Mike Rhodes,
Don Wittekind, Morgan Phillips,
and Scott Gunnerson.

0

Larry little

NCAA
UCF vs. B-CC
Florida vs. Miami
FSU vs. Nebraska
BYU vs. UCLA

Gene McDowell comes to UCF at
an opportune time, he is faced with
either keeping the atheltic program
alive, or seeing it disinigrate.
He faces the challenge of his life
with the Knights, and his determination just might be the key that will
open the door to a winning season.
Winning is exactly what McDowell
plans for the Knights this season. ''I
will not be happy with any less than a
winning season,'' McDowell said.
He comes to UCF from a traditionaGene McDowell
ly strong program at Florida State
where he coached defensive ends and in Criminology, he served in the U.S.
linebackers, and later moved up to fill Army for two years.
McDowell was stationed in
the assistant coach spot and fill the
Okinawa and also was the head coach
recruiting duties for the Seminoles.
While at FSU, McDowell aided the of the U.S. Army Ranger football
Seminoles in compiling an impressive team, greatly diversifying his
119-80-10 r~cord over a period of time coaching experiences. He came back
including the three years he played to his Alma Mater to coach the
freshman football team for three
linebacker for Florida State.
McDowell still carries the deter- years. ·
In 1970 McDowell left the
mination he learned at FSU as a three
year letterman, and the first All- Seminoles to coach linebackers, as
American player in FSU's history. well as, recivers at Kansas State.
He later returned to FSU to conHis patience and drive for su~cess
will keep this All American tinue coaching and went on to take
linebacker .determined throughout over the recruiting department for
the Seminoles.
the season.
McDowell looks for the same type . Looking back at McDowell's
of drive and attitude in all his players. previous experiences at his various
He said, "It seems that the attitude positins, UCF is fortunate to have
and intensity we want is here. The such a well-rounded coach leading the
players really seem to want a winner Knights.
here.''
Gene McDowell gives UCF some
After McDowell graduated from ray of hope out of what appears to be
Florida State with a Bachelors degree a disateraous situation.

MR

DW

MP

SG

UCF, 35-31
Florida, 42-21
Nebraska, 35-13
BYU, 45-17

B-CC, 35-14
Florida, 24-21
Nebraska, ~8-1 O
BYU, 17-14

UCF, 31-27
Florida, 28-1 O
Nebraska, 38-7
BYU, 35-27

UCF, 18-15
Florida, 42-35
FSU, 30-21
UCLA, 21-14

Bears, 27-10
Dolphins, 31-10
Seahawks, 38-14
Redskins, 28-17

Bears, 21-7
Dolphins, 35-21
Bengals, 14-10
Redskins, 17-14

NFL
Bucs vs. Bears
o'olphins vs. Oilers
Seahawks vs. Bengals
Redskins vs. Cowboys

UCF Photo ID Cards
Effective Monday, September 9, 1985, the Univer~ity ID
Cards will be moved from the Administration Building Information Booth to the Bookstore. To coincide with the Bookstore
schedule, the evening hours will be changed to Monday and
Tuesday evenings rather than the present Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings.

Bears, 20-10
Bears, 28-20
Dolphins, 27-24 Dolphins, 24-10
Seahawks, 28-24 Seahawks, 31-28
Redskins, 31-23 Redskins, 13-1 O

Students may obtain validation stickers at the following locations during the.indicated t~mes:
Bookstore - Monday through Friday
Monday and Tuesday
AD 362 Monday through Friday
AD 282 Monday through Thursday

9:00
4:30
8:00
5:00

am - 3:30 pm
pm - 6:30 pm
am - 5:00 pm
pm - 9:00 pm

The schedule for obta'ining a UCF ID card will be as follows:
Monday through Thursday
Monday and Tuesday
10 am - 2 pm
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Validations
Please extend normal services to students wit~ a UCF Photo
ID Card without a current validation stick~r until September
27, 1985. After that date all cards shou~d displaY: a y~llow
"FALL 1985" sticker in order to be vahd for Uruvers1 ty services.

Cards cannot be validated until fees have been either paid or
deferred. Students who do not have a receipted or deferred
class schedule may present their card at any of ~he above locations after September 27, 1985, for validation. At that time ·a
final printout of student fee payments
be av~lable.

will

Your cooperation and assistance in this matter is ap~
preciated. If there are any questions, please call ext. 2624.
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ORLANDO, FLORIDA/WHOLESALER
U.C.F . .Rep. Paul Kadanec, 282-9442 or 851-7100
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Knights
against
HERE FOR ONE REASON ...
y 0 u ! Brevard

CHRISTIAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
3676 ALAFA YA TR.
ORLANDO, FL 32826

by Todd Lutz

THE FACTS ABOUT C.S.F.
CAMPUS HOUSE:
FRIENDSHIP

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ACTIVITIES
COUNSELING
TEACHING
SHARING
Jesus Christ is our focal point.
An Alternative to the usubl.
Give us a Tryl
CALL- PAM AT 275-6474
A Ministry of UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Worshipping at 9191 University BLVD.

•
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PERSONAL
IBM PC seeks roommate
who needs help in
organizing time effecti vel y,
.analyzing projects
logically, writing .
efficiently, managing
finances accurately, and
having fun. You do~'t have
to be rich to share quarters
with me!

COMPUTER STORE

Todd Lutz/Central Florida Future

The UCF cross country team prepares from their
unscheduled duel with BCC.
Assistant coach David
Tom Ruse, a junior who ran
cross country for Edgewater Smith runs with the team,
High School, sets his goals to which works out at 7:30 every
morning. The men run about
qualify for the Olympics.
Ruse hopes to be redshirted ten miles and the women
this season due to muscle pro- about six and at 5:30 every
blems in his right leg. Accor- evening the men and women
ding to Ruise, this years' both run about four miles.
Workouts this year will
team should exhibit the experience last year gave them. consist of running, swimming
When asked to make a for aerobic stamina, and
prediction, Ruse thought for a weight lifting for strength.
minute, then said, "If we get
a good showing from our
The team also expressed a
freshmen, we'll do great. desire for more fan suport
Jesus Del Rosario worked this year. The Cross Country
hard all summer and with schedule can be found in last
Marty Phillips and David week's issue of The Central
Knauf, we'll have a strong Florida Future and The Stuteam.' '
dent Survival Guide.

·scRIMAGE
FROM PAGE 11

University of Central Florida
PC Software and Supplies
IBM PC Sales and Service
Computer Center II, RM 101
281-5603
Store Hours: Monday· Friday
_
9:00 am. Noon and 1:00 pm· 3:00 pm

This week's Cross Country
story was intended to be a
preview of this Saturday's
Run for the Stars held in
Jacksonville. Notice I said
"intended to be".
The University of Florida's
cross country team backed
out of the invitational for
some undisclosed reason.
All is not lost, though. UCF
will instead host the Brevard
Community College team on
Saturday. The meet will start
at 8: 30 and will begin in front
of the Athletic Facility.
This past week I had the
chance to talk shop with two
members of this year's team.
Gail Jones is a senior who has
been running since 7th grade.
She hails from New York
where the training courses
contain hills as opposed to the
flatland found in Florida, and
the weather is more comfortable, contrasting our extreme humidity. Although
this was an obstacle at first,
she has learned to adjust.
Jones feels this years' team
will do very well due, in part,
to the experience gained last
year and to the offseason
training she and her teammates have undergone.
Although she is hampered
by a foot injury sustained last
year, Jones should prove to be
one of the leaders on the
women's team.

Lanham, UCF and Black starting quarterbck, tossed the ball in the right flats to Elgin
Davis who romped 90 yards for the TD.
At 5:47 in the first quarter, Ed O'Brien
connected on a 40 yard field goal to give
Black the lead, 17-0.
Gold threatned again at the start of thesecond quarter when Reggie Johnson faked a
reverse and bolted his way 46 yards before
Greg Atterberry made a touchdown saving
tackle inside his own ten yard line. But a few
plays later, Johnson fumbled the ball on a
halfback pass; and Black recovered the ball,
dodging another bullet.
Lanham boosted Black's lead to 24-0 with a
12 yard pass to Bernard Ford. Gold successfully defended the play
on- .the previous
-

play, but Lanham found pay dirt on the se-:
cond try.
Davis scored his third touchdown of the
game on the first Black drive of the game on
the secound half. Running off-tackle to the
right, Davis broke to the outside rambled 25
yards to the endzone.
·
Kurt Gwynne stopped a Black drive when a
heavy Gold rush forced Lanham unloaded an
errant pass. Gold took over at mid-field but
was unable to move the ball.
Lanham threw another interception on
Black's next drive. With the ball on his own
10 yard line, Lanham threw a 35 yard pass to
that was inte·ned for Ford. Daryl Jones, Gold
defensive back, read the play well and stole
the ball out of Ford's grasp for the Interception.
Gold broke the shutout at 1:40 in the third
quarter when Mike Stansbury sacked
Lanham in the endzone for a safety.

....------------~----------------------....------.--------------~,
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~\TAN~i·~G SALON~

Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems
•
•
•
•

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Meeting FDA and UL Requirements

Beat The Heat
Tan Without The Sun

FREE TANNING
SESSION
w/ this
coupon
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D Golf • Open House

Tee off Friday, between
11:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. at
the unique and challenging
UCF "Home on the Range"
golf course located immediately west of the varsity
football field. There will be
free soft drinks for all and a
prize for everyone who gets a
par on one of their first three
· holes. We have clubs and
balls available so come on out,
look over the layout, play
three (or more) holes and en·
joy. Call Rec Services at
275-2408 for more information.
D Free Classes

Rec. Services offers three
free fitness classes to
students over the noon hour.
Faculty/staff pay only $10.00

to relive childhood years (or if
you never played as a kid - to
learn how the inner city kids
learned to play baseball).

anyone interested in officiating this season.
The flag football season
begins on Sept. 23 with
games at 4:00 and 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
until November 14. Inper semester for one or more terested individuals seeking
classes.
to join a team may sign up at
Aerobic Exercise · MWF
RS 101. Call X2408 for more
Aerobic· Dance - TR
info.
Aqua Dynamics - TR
Joiri a class just show up at o Intramural Volleyball
noon in the Education
Plan ahead · get your
Multipurpose room on any men's, women's or coed team
class day and sign up.
together now for volleyball.
Individuals may sign up at
D Flag Football
RS 101 next to the pool.
The entry date and Deadline is Sept. 18
captain's meeting for Intramural Flag Football is set o Stlckball Tournament
for next Wednesday at 4:00
September 28, the UCF
p.m. in RS 117. A referee Stickball tournament for
clinic will be held Thursday at three person teal!ls will be
4:00 p.m. in RS 117 for here. Don't miss your chance

Sentinel there was a two for

one coupon for general admission seats for the Saturday
game, as well as some local
restraunts still carry tray
D Wrestlers Unite
liners will coupons on them.
Attension there will be a · Normal General Admission
meeting for anyone interested tickets are $7.00 for UCF
in wrestling for the 1985 home games.
Knights in the Wresting (or
Multipurpose) Room in the o No Pickup Needed
Education (or Gym) Building For those of you who had to
at 3:30, Thursday. Please hr· .walk to the athletic office to
get your tickets for the foot·
ing your semester schedule.
ball games last year, this is no
longer true, all you have to do
o Two for One
If you don't have reserve is display your validated UCF
seats for your non-UCF ID at the appropriate gate
friends and family for the and you will be admitted to
Knight/B-CC game this all the UCF home games.
If you didn't know UCF
Saturday, you should check
out the special offered by also provides free bus service
Burger King for this "Kick from campus to the games for
those who don't want to drive
off Classic."
In last Sundayfi Orlando to Orlando Stadium.

..

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIR
Insurance of
·Union Park Inc.

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH

"We specialize in
saving you·money"

Pressure wash with soap
6 bays avail. for cars & trucks

~

~

~

E. COLONIAL

<

• SR-22

'-+------+----~

•

• , Auto, Motorcycle, 4 x 4
• ' PIP, Uablllty
• Colllslon &Comprehensive

· • Young Drivers
• Tickets & Accidents

:5

~

TO COCOA

Call for a quote
IOI

11470 E.·COLONIAL DR.
(next to the Univ. Drive· in)
~<i-'

0

vO.

· ~,i

282•2886
10408 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl 32817

Now Only $8.95!
:

Reed Help Passing
The CLAST?
Getting Ready F.or The CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics
Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! This book
includes instruction and sample test questions to
help you prepare. Ask for it today at your college
bookstore.

H & H Publishing Co., Inc.
2165 Sunnydale, Suite N. Clearwater, Florida 33575 (813) 442-n60

WANT A JOB BUT DON'T HAVE ANY TIME
COME TO McDONALD'S
At McDonald's we specialize in FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
and PART-TIME jobs! Whether you can only work a
couple days a week or even a couple of hours a
week, we have something for you. Since we are
open from early morning to late at night we can
usually come up with a schedule to fit yours.

10413 E. COLONIAL DR.
UNION PARK

.
'
•
.
.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
FREE UNIFORMS
FREE MEALS WHILE WORKING
REGULAR RAISES BASED ON PERFORMANCE
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE COLLEGE BOOK REBA TES

F
R

E
E

All ADVERTISED BEDDING IS
NOW IN STOCK AND READY
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVARY.
fREE ITEMS AND SALE PRICES
ARE FOR ONE WEEK ONLY:
AUG. 28 - SEPT. 4 all sales flnal.

TWIN SIZE SETS
FIRM.
only $39.95
FIRMER
only $59.95
EXTRA FIRM
only $69.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP_only 579.95

II'

E

'l'J

FULL SIZE SETS
EA PC.
EA PC.

EA PC.
EA

.ec.

QUEEN SIZE SETS
FIRM
only $139.95
FIRMER
only $179.95
EXTRA FIRM
only $189.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP _only 5259. 95

KISSIMMEE

F
R
E

FIRM
only
FIRMER
only
EXTRA FIRM
only
PILLOW QUILT SUP --only

$52.95
$72.95
582.95
$102.95

EA PC.
EA PC.

EA Pc.
EA PC.

KING SIZE SETS
PER sET
PER sET
PER . sET
PER sET

FIRM
only $179.95
FIRMER
only 5239. 95
EXTRA FIRM
only 5289.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP _ _ only $369.95

PER sET
PER sET
PER
PER

S. ORLANDO

CASSELBERRY

E. ORLANDO

1150 E. VINE ST.

2254 CURRY FORD RD.
ACROSS FROM DOLLAR GEN. ST.

WINWARD VILLAGE PLAZA

MILL CREEK PLAZA

TOWER PLACE f>'LAZA

933·2988

894·1839

HOURS:
MON-FRI: 10-6
9-6
SAT:
SUNDAY: 12-5

2167 SEMQRAN BLVD.

657·2558

BEDDING DEPOT

sET
sET

••

2 Ml. E. OF E.W. EXPV.

281·8779
ORLANDO'S NUMBER l
DISCOUNT BEDDING
BEDDING
CHAIN

c..
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Akers hopes to lead UCF to the championship
by Chris Richcreek
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,,

•

When interviewing UCF soccer
player Michelle Akers, one would probably first note the rather obtrusive
equipment clinging to her shoulder.
Yet far more noteable is the very
fact that she is training, trying to
rehabilitate her nearly dislocated
shoulder. Akers, who is also plagued
by a sore ankle, still manages to smile
and say, "I'll be ready," when asked
about the opener against North
Carolina State on September 14.
Akers' attitude is just another example of the determination of the
Lady Knights soccer team this year.
An All-American pick in her first
year of college soccer, Akers was
named UCF's "Athlete of the Year"
last season. In one year, this outstanding forward vaulted into the eighth
spot on the Lady Knights all-time
scoring list with 14 goals and four
assists. Yet ask her if she is the center
of this year's squad and she replies,
"I'm not" aware that I am the center
of attention. There can't be a 'best
player' on the team. To be good, I
need the other players on the team.''
Akers is a player who puts team-

OPENER
FROM PAGE 11
will provide needed depth and
experience in the UCF
backfield. Ector, a 5-9 170
pound sophomore, was the
leading rusher last season
with 514 yards on 110 carries.
He also caught 29 passes for
251 yards.

Michele Akers

work ahead of individual talent.
Over the summer, Akers played in
the National Sports Festival for the
gold medal winning Sou th team. The
event was given added enthusiasm
because it was held in the South,
which meant the majority of the

The Knights are also deep
in receivers. Ted Wilson is a
threat every time he touches
the ball. Last year he made 29
receptions for 483 yards (17.3
yard average~. Kevin Collins
returns to the Knights after
18 catches for 296 yards as a
freshman in 1983. Poe White
and Brian Glassford will also
contribute to the receiving
corps.

sity, and get our people back from in·
juries." She believes that UCF,
"deserves to be ranked in the top
four.'', refering to t.he NCAA
preseason rankings, which had the
Lady Knights ranked third in the na·
tion. She also reiterated the team goal
of winning the National Championship, adding, "I think we can."
The road to the championship,
however, is paved with numerous pitfalls. One of the biggest is the University of North Carolina. UNC beat the
Lady Knights three times last year,
and the fifth-ranked Tar Heel squad
is gunning for their fifth straight soccer championship. Michelle says of
the September 15 matchup with
UNC, "We're not looking ahead yet.
We have N.C. State first." However,
she does admit, "I'd like to get them
(UNC)."

crowd was pulling for Michelle and
her teammates. Akers also enjoyed
the competition, as "the best players
in' the nation were there."
Akers then went from playing with
the best players in the nation to playing with the best players in the world.
She played on the U.S. Women's National soccer team which journeyed to
Italy. The trip, however, was far from
lucky for her. First, she sprained her
ankle while training in New York and
found herself on crutches as the team
journeyed overseas.
Once in Italy, her luck did not improve. In the game against England,
she fell to the ground and dislocated
her shoulder. She says that both the
shoulder and the ankle are feeling better now, although she is a still small
distance away from a full recovery.
Akers' trip to Italy was far from a
total loss. She played against many of
the top women's teams in Europe,
saying, "It was the best soccer playing I have ever seen. Those people
played with a purpose.'' Also, she was
able to view the city of Venice.
Now back in the states, Akers and
the Lady Knights are in contention
for the National Championship.
Michelle says of the present squad,
"We'll be good when we get our inten·

Along the offensive line
UCF will depend on Jorge
Magluta and John O'Day.
Magluta, known for his
toughness and tenacity, is a
leader both on and off the
field. O'Day has been a
valuable member of the
Knights offensive line for the
last two seasons.
The Knights return three
starters to the defensive line.

Many people have wondered what
brought a Seattle, Washington native
to UCF in the first place. Akers
related, "When I came here, I loved
the atmosphere. The soccer team was
close knit. I also had heard a lot about
(Coach) Jim Rudy. He's a good coach.
UCF is a nice small school.'' She then
added with a chuckle, "Also, there's
the sunshine.''

Charlie Lincoln, a two-year
letterman was credited with
30 tackles last year. Nose
guard Gerald Moore slated 29
tackles in 1984 and Sylvester
Bembery made an immediate
impact last year with 42
tackles.
At the linebacker spots, the
Knights will rely pn Anthony
Campbell and Mario Garcia
who return from last year at

that spot. Wayne King, who
started at Wide receiver at
UCF is expected to also contribute at linebacker.
The defensive backfield is
the Knight's strong suit.
They gained valuable experience last year and are expected
to
be
more
knowledgable this time
around.

SPEED READIHG

Unit.e d
Pare.el
Service .
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GIVES YOU WHAT
A CLOCK CAN'T

HORE

AVAILABLE TIME!
• Can Increase reading speed 2-7 times
according to difficulty of materials.
• Retain and recall more of what you've read.
• New Improved Speed Reading course designed for

SPEN

D

TIME

TO SAVE

today's~:+iusines~;~~~~~J.~~El

IOIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

223G WINIERWOODS ILVD.
WINTERPARK, FL. 3279'.'

Stanley H. Kaplan Breakthrough in Rapid Reading

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

·Part-Time Positions Available
United Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for part-time
loaders and unloaders. Excellent pay
and benefits at $8.00 per hour to
start. Paid vacations and holidays.
Must be available for shifts beginning
4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m. or 11 :00 p.m.
Work schedule is 3 to 5 hours per day.
Please sign up for an interview appointment in the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124 immediately. Interviews
will be Sept. 9 an .10.by appointment
only. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
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Tired of living with a chair, typewriter
and three glasses that don't match Fill
your apt. with all the luxuries of a
GRADUATE!! I've stocked a store full of
household items on consignment! ANYTHING
you could want or need at a fraction of
THANKS!
the new cost! Srop by and see me!!
Cheryl Swain

851 E.S.R. 434 • Suite 144
PARK SQUARE • Longwood, Fl
434

For more information, call

. 834·9639
Consignments now
being taken.

~

..!.

436

• I!:::lo/
I

I

·-·;rk Square Suite 144
1/4 mile ""est of 17-92 on 434
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE $400 A DAY?

•

So would we, but in the meantime you can work .for

"*rhe Central Florida Fbture

Scrimage for Band

Tim BartofCentrol Florido Future

Jerry Gardner, UCF director of bands, oversees marching
practice.

LITTLE
FROM PAGE 13
------· tion.
.
Little headed an offensive
line that protected All-Pro
quarterback Bob Griese, and
paved the way for running
backs Jim Kiick and · Larry
Csonka.
Next Saturday Little. will

I

bring B-CC into Orlando
Stadium to face UCF in both
teams season opener. -These
teams met last year, and what
appeared to be a close
ballgame turned in to a
disaster for the Knights. A
first half tie was turned into
an embarrassing 43-22
thrashing as Hawk passed
the Wildc.ats out of the
stadium.

One \.VPt'k onlj; save on th(' gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, sec your Jostens representative at.:
.
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THE BEST PRICES IN ORLANDO ON
ALL BEDDING
*FEATURING*
#SEALY # THER-A-PEDIC # .
INrERNATIONAL BEDDING#

*

SAVE THE FACTORY OUTLET
WAY .

I

210 W. MICHIGAN ST.
(JUST EAST OF 1·4
AN'D WEST OF ORANGE
AVENUE)

,,
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Rudy looks .for win 100 against Jacksonville

•

shows excellent signs as an his explosive talent and atattacking forward and is a tacking attitude in the midstrong leader both on and off field.
the field.

by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF head soccer coach Jim
Rudy is looking to start the
Freshman Shawn Sprung
season with a win to compile adds intensity to the front
his lOOth victory against line by being able to create
JacksonVille University Sept. space for other teammates.
8.
Also, senior Todd Goodman
looks strong and is an addi"I feel we have a very good tion to the force of the
chance, but Jacksonville is Knights' attacking game . .
always a strong, tough
Rudy expects that the
team," explained Rudy. The
men's soccer team will kick- previous experience of Jon
off their 1985 season against Burns and Tim Schmidt will"
Jacksonville at 2 p.m. at strengthen the defense and
UCF. Last year the Knights' attacking position of the midfield. Rudy describes Mohamtied Jacksonville 1-1.
'med (Mo) Moghaddain as, "a
The starting line-up for the midfieldman who can play
team is still unknown, anywhere on the field. He has
although Rudy feels good an incredible work force and
about several Knights. Retur- he can play all day long."
ning starter ·Mark L!lmb John Mailander is known for

•

•

•

As for the defenders, Coach
Rudy said,"It s probably our
strongest position because of
experience. There are four
returning starters from the
spring season who will be vying for a starting position:
John Hummel, expected to
start as sweeper, G_reg White,
Craig Nickerson and Ed
Oliver. Senior Robert
Heileman is also expected to
contend for a defensive position.

Mark Lamb has an ankle injury attended to at a recent
UCF men's soccer scrimage.

Jacksonville, a Division I
team also in our region, last
year finished their season
6-10-1, under 17 year
coaching
vetern
Bill
Coulthart.

Rudy predicts, ''We'll be
fast, strong and play . for
everything. He also has been
training the team
for hig~
endurance levels. This will
·e liminate the excessive
subs.titutions during the

1
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ALDRICH
·OPTICAL

Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Fl. 32819

'?'~
.11 ../@)

Write to:
McGruff"
Crime Prevention Coalition
Bo~ 6600
Rockville,:Md. 20850

277·2949

.

.

GINGER ALDRICH
Registered Optician
FRIENDLY,
PERSONALIZED
SERVICE

EYE EXAMS BY BOARD
CERTIFIED OPHTHALMOLOGIST

• UCF Faculty and Student
Discounts
• Lenses Duplicated
• Prescriptions Filled
• Large Selection of Frames

~

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

emME

1

'

game.
Th~ Knights will ·play
several
scrimmages
throughout the week to
sharpen their skills and team
work.

Learn how to
take better care
ofyour heart,
call Red Cross.
Prices Include:
Washer, Dryer,
Refridgerator
Dishwasher.

Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Sales and Model Center. Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then 'left on Lokanotsa Trail.
.
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME
within walking distance from UCF

...

Affordable prices start in .the low SO's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100
............................................................................._.............................-.........._._.Ll
'

~

I
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Avis -Welcomes Back
UCF Students

Avis features GM cars. - ·

Take to the road of
success with A VIS
· When you relit with·
A VIS, you get more
than Special, Low
Student R~tes, you
can al~o save up to
$60.00 per person on
- the cost of a one
day. Sea Escape Cruise
·.. .........
~ o ·~/~··
~

Chevrolet Camero

0

0

SHIP REGISTRY

,.

-~

/.

BAHA~As

Save up to $60
on a 1-day cruise!

* Minimum Age Requirement 19 with current
·c ollege ID
*Cash or A VIS honored credit cards accepted
*Unlimited FREE Mileage ,
·
. . .* Refueling service charge, taxes, optional
CDW, PEP, PAI, not included

Wetfy
harder.
Faster.

•

•

The entertainment and feature supplement of

"*rhe Central Florida Future

Ever since The Beatles introduced the
U.S. to British pop music in 196.4,
culture and fashion from the UK has
had a large influence on American
lifestyle. Even today, the British pop
culture -influences the· music we hear.

, .,

.

British
Pop
Mags

•

•

The 9riUi ng of
•

G~O RGE

MlCHAEt
BY JAYNE FRYE

The se cret life o
•

fv\A X HEADROOM

Smash Hits and The Face are just two of the many magazines which report on
European music and fashion. They usually dictate what cultural trends will make
it big in the U.S.

Perhaps you don't care what Bob Dylan thinks about·
anything, but the 'rock' magazine you read still does and
they force feed you his opinions bi-weekly.
So you pride yourself on being 'up' on new music, but
you've talked to people who asked you what you thought of
Wham! and Tears For·Fears first albums. You thought their
current albums were their first.
It's 1985. You suddenly realize that not only the sixties,
but the seventies and half of the eighties are over. Are
you're ready to take those first tentative steps into the cur·
rent decade? If so, you need a guide. You need to find out
what is really going on in the music and fashion world, not
what radio programmers and conservative American
magazine editors think we should hear and wear.
These are just some of the reasons why you might be interested in reading UK pop/fashion magazines. Except where
noted, all magazines mentioned are available at Murmur
Records, 2812 Edgewater Drive, Orlando.
I started reading these magazines about five years ago. At
this time I was a fairly fanatical Who fan. Pete Townshend
said that he liked The Clash, and I discovered that I did as
well. I realized that there was a lot of great music out there
that I couldn't learn about from conventional sources.
Since then, my musical tastes have changed radically. I,.
went from being someone who listened exclusively to WDIZ
to someone who hates AOR (Apartheid Oriented Radio,
think about it) and all it stands for. My favorite music is
rarely played on commercial radio, and only occasionally
played on MTV.
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SEE MAGAZINES, PAGE 2

MAGAZINES
FROM PAGE I

Albums

If you really want to find out about new music before it
gets old, forget MTV, they're almost as behind the times as
radio. Songs such as "Hungry Like The Wolf," "Relax,"
"People Are People," and "Careless Whisper" may have surfaced
first on MTV, but they were hits in the UK six monIt sounds more like a plea for
The debut album from
ths
to
a year before their videos were seen on U.S. television.
understanding.
Glasgow's The Blue Nile
best
way to find about what's new is by picking up
The
"Heatwave/Why is it rollfeatures a sparse, sad sound.
one
of
the
more
teen-oriented bi-weekly magazines. They conFirst released in the UK in
ing down/ on the young and
foolish?" they ask in "Heat- tain short, to the point album and singles reviews. These
late 1983, it has only recently
wave." These sentiments ac- provide a good guide to new records, most of which can be
been released in the U.S.
company an appealing, j ang- obtained with little difficulty in the import sectio:is of larger
The album is titled A Walk
ly, nearly "soft rock" track. record stores, or at used record stores that carry substantial
Across The Rooftops. Listening to it, you'd believe that
The plaintive vocals, stocks of new ·music.
These magazines also contain pen pal columns. Although
the roof in question is made of
however, are a far cry from
most
of the listings are from the UK, there are some from
slate, wet and very slippery.
the laid back croon of an
the world. Most ads mention not only favorite
around
Not suprisingly, the most commercial song on the .MOR singer.
groups,
but other likes and dislikes. They could put you in
accessible music on the record album.
those around the world who share similar intouch
with
is to be found in the three
"Tinseltown In The Rain"
The songs are written by
songs mentioned on the conjures up, well, Tinseltown vocalist Paul Buchanan and terests.
The best magazine of the lot, is Britain's Smash Hits,. The
album sticker.
in the rain.. The song has an bassist Robert Bell. They are
magazine
is available here in more ''Americanized'' form as
The video for "Stay" is cur- epic sound, but benefits from joined by Paul Moore on
Star
Hits.
While Star Hits is trying hard to become a teen
rently in Empty-Vee's "three the sp~se treatment. Many keyboards. The album was
magazine
with
credibility, Smash Hits is already -there.
o'clock in the morning" rota- such songs are ruined by produced by Bell and
Both
magazines
still do large features on Wham! and
tion. With a bass line reminis- overblown production.
Buchanan.
Duran Duran, but their reviews (sometimes done by a
cent of the Talking Heads'
A line in "Tinseltown" il"Once In a Lifetime" and a lustrates well the mood of the
This is far frofi?. party celebrity guest reviewer) are not blind stamps of approval.
catchy chorus, it is almost a album. "Do I love you/Yes I music. It is music for the "Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go" was given particularly
nasty mention.
pop song. It is easily the most love you'' is not a declaration. rainy times in yow: life.
Like Star Hits, Smash Hits is packed full of song lyrics
and colorful features. Unlike Star Hits, it can often take a
more adult attitude towards a subject given the more liberal
climate. For example, a Smash Hits article on Culture Club's
Jon Moss told of an ill advised fling with the leader of his
current band while he was living with another woman.
This information was deleted when the story ran in Star
Hits.
The best thing about Smash Hits is that that you can read
about promising acts long before others in this country do.
It happened with Wham!, Frankie Goes To Hollywood,
Duran Duran and Tears For Fears.. On the basis of their UK
coverage, the Dusseldorf band Propaganda seems next in
line for massive U.S. success.
Due to the popularity of Star Hits, Smash Hits is no
longer available in Orlando. If you're interested in "Britain's
Brightest Pop Magazine" subscription information can be
obtained by writing to EMAP National Publications, BretRECREATION
MUSIC
Meet at Moxie's on Colonial Drive for the ton Court, Bretton, Peterborough PE3 8DZ England. With
The Walk will be in concert in the UCF gym
after game celebration. The festivities will the pound at $1.26, my 26-issue surface mail subscription
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are available for $2.50 to
begin at 9:00 p.m. with refreshment specials. was about $24. If you order by credit card you can avoid a
students at Peaches Records and Murmur
$12 charge for an international money order.
Records. Special guests will be 7000 Gifts
Two similar magazines, Record Mirror (being re-organized
and Walking Cliche.
for the umpteenth time in an effort to compete with Smash
FOOTBALL
.
Hits) and No. 1 can be purchased at Murmur for $2 apiece.
The Fighting Knights kick off the 1985
' AUDITIONS
Record Mirror (due to be re-launched as RM) contains a
season against Bethune Cookman College disco section full of record news, gossip and singles reviews
In the Black Box Theatre from 4:00 to 7:30
Saturday, Sept. 7 at Orlando stadium at 7 complete with BPM (beats per minute) computations.
p.m., auditions will be held to fill the roles for
p.m. Head Coach Gene McDowell, who came
two men and two women in the upcoming
No. 1 is shoddily put together, appallingly designed and
from Florida State University, is making his only worth a look if it features an article on a favorite group.
production of Relati11ely Speaking
coaching debut for the Knights. Last year,
Another group of magazines, in a friend's estimation, are
and in fact, for the last four years, BCC has fashion magazines that ''occasionally sully their hands with
beaten UCF.
pop music." These are for those more interested in art,
design, fashion and pop culture than in music.
Of these, The Face is the best. Equally divided between
coverage of fashion, art, culttlre, music and politics the ·
magazine itself is beautifully designed eye candy. Formerly,
the ads were all as stunning as the magazine, but most are
still gorgeous.
Due to its leftist political leanings, you are bound to enRECREATION
counter anti-Ameriacn sentiments in The Face. At first these
THEATRE
The Programming and Activities Council is
An -evening of 'i ntrigue is to be had with are disturbing, but there is no denying the value of seeing
sponsoring music, dancing, and refreshments
Alfred Hitchcock and Salvador Dali at the America through European eyes.
at 7:30 p.m. iri the Student Center
This sentiment is not restricted to the more political
Enzian Theatre. Spellbound will mesmerize
Auditorium.
the screen at 9:30 p. m. with Gregory Peck and magazines either. When an English reporter writing for an
English magazine asks an English pop star for his impresIngrid Bergman in the starring roles.
sions of America the answer the pop star gives is not the·
same one he gives to an American reporter writing for an
REUNION
American
magazine.
The fifth annual reunion of the P-51 Mustang
jump
on music or fashion, or just somethlng qifAs
a
Pilots Association will be held at the Mission
ferent to read, these magazines are worth looking at. BritiSh
Inn Resort Hotel located in Howie-ln·Themusic and fashion may be one of their last vestiges of inHills, Florida on Sept. 5·8. Featured guest
fluence
on America. But it is a strong one, bound to last for
speaker will be General Bruce K. Holloway,
a
long
while.
AUDITIONS
USAF (Ret.), of Orlando. He will speak SaturNo auditions are necessary for memberships
day Sept. 7 at 7 p.m.
to The Seminole Community Chorus. Rehearsals begin at 7:00 p.m. in room G-105 in the
Fine Arts Building of the Seminole Community College campus.

Calendar

4

Wednesday

5 Thursday

6. Friday.
EXIBIT
George Donald of the Edinburgh College of
Art in Scotland will be displaying his prints
through Sept. 20 on the third floor of the
HFA. Building.

7 Saturday

.8

Sunday

9

Monday

I

To submit bri<-'fs for Calendar, pleas<-'
drop a briPf, typPd artirle u·ith all pPrti11e11t information about thP Pt'e11t at thP
officPs of Th P CPntral Florida Futur f'
locatPd in thP rpar of thP campus. PlPase
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Dio to tour; The Boss turns down $12 million
BY PAT VERNON

These performances will feature a fire breathing
dragon, a 60 by 40 foot castle with working
drawbridge (of course), two eight feet "battling
knights armed with lasers and a six foot crystal
ball displaying holographic images. Including the
lights the cost of the overhead adds up to $5
million. When asked why he insisted on such
elaborate effects Ronnie James Dio replied, "One, I
release late this year is Stand By Me: A Portrait of try to give back to the kids some of what they give
Julian Lennon. The MCA home video includes con- to me; I want them to get value for their money.
cert footage from the recent North American Tour And two, I want this band to be a legend. It's
and several interviews. Included in the 13 perfor- money well spent." Now there's a man with his
mances featured on the in-depth video are three fans in mind.
The Boss Turns Down A Cool $12 Million: You
songs which did not appear on Lennon's platinum
debut LP, Vallotte. "Day Tripper," "Stand By will never guess who wanted Bruce Springsteen to
Me"--a song Lennon's father hit the top forty with do pick-up truck comercials. Yes, Lee Iacocca of the
and "Big Mama," which was written by young Chrysler Corp. offered $12 million to Springsteen
Lennon himself.
to promote the company's trucks but Bruce turned
group which has chapters throughout the country.
Dio Does Dallas:Eighty dates have been set for him down. Besides he's got better things to do like
Julian Lennon Makes Big ..Video: Scheduled for Dio's tour which promises to be quite extravagent . . playing Miami September 9th and 10th.

Dick Clark To Host New Show: Dick Clark
Television Productions will premiere a weekly
variety hour .Dick Clark's Nitetime, hosted by the
ageless teenager himself. Nitetime will feature
studio performances by contemporary artists,
stand-up routines, interviews and audience dancing. A co-host has yet to be selected but the show
will be aired on Sept. 28 at 11:30 p.m.
Kidnap Rap: Royal Shield Records of Baton
Rouge, La., will be releasing '' Missi~g Kids'', a new
rap 12 inch single, by Reality. Two of the teenage
band members wrote the rap which warns children
about the dangers of abduction. A poster will be included within each album package which will picture the faces of missing children. All proceeds will
go to Childkeyppers International, a child recovery

.Entertainment

Michael ·J. Fox scores in 'Teenwolf'
screen as ugly, murderous beasts. However, this the back of a tnick to the popular Beach Boys ditty
wolf doesn't conform to the ferocious and terrifying "Surfin' U.S.A.," definitely entertain the audience.
As a teen werewolf, Michael J. Fox is as appealstandards audiences have come to expect.
At the same time, however, the audience still feels
Rather, Scott isn't frightening at all in ap- sympathy for Scott's plight.
ing as the time traveller in his mega-hit summer
·
movie, Back to the Future.
pearance, and after overcoming his first reactions
Michael J. Fox, with his appeal to audiences in
Teen Wolf, directed by Rod Daniel, provides light
to the transformation, he uses his new powers to · any role he assumes, is an ideal choice for the
comedy entertainment the whole family can enjoy-gain popularity. Soon he finds himself idolized by leading actor. Adding his own dash of .humor is Jay
a rarity considering some of the garbage
his classmates as a hero.
Tarses, the somewhat goofy basketball coach, more
On the basketball court Scott's athletic abilities interested in food than the plight of his team. And
Hollywood has been dishing out lately.
as the wolf are unmatched and he leads his other- finally, Susan Ursitti as Boof, the "girl next door,"
Fox plays the part of Scott Howard, a seemingly
wise pitiful hig~ school team to the championships. adds another, more romantic twist to the plot. .
ordinary high school student forced to accept his
Overall, Teen Wolf is a very entertaining film. I ts
identity as a werewolf. To his amazement, Scott This begins a hysterical spread of wolf mania
"PG" rating makes it an enjoyable movie for
finds his own father (James Hampton) is also a . throughout the school.
Teen Wolf has the necessary blend of humor and young and old alike. It is somehow refreshing to
werewolf and has been hiding this hereditary
sentiment that keeps the plot rolling smoothly. find a werewolf who breaks the stereotype of your
malady in hopes that it might skip a generation.
Scenes with the wolf breakdanci~g or surfing on typical child-devouring, slavering beast.
Most Hollywood werewolves are depicted on the
BY CINDY WHITSON
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JOBS!

"

WHIPLASH

WORK AND STILL GO. TO SCHOOL!
days, evenings, weekends

Kelly Services has openings in
the following skills: SECRETARIES
RECEPTIONISTS, WORD PROCESSORS,
AND LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

ILL[''"~lyGirl"
I"'- .~ People .
SERVICES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MIF/H

NOT AN AGENCY, NEVER A FEE

CAN BE DANGEROUS!
••
•

.....•

HEAD-ON

Winter Pork 678·9909
Maitland
660·2339
S. Orlando 855·5476
Kissimmee 933·0288

COLLISION

JQ\.\P

REAR-EN"P
COLLISION

ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY
CHIROPRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJURIES

Small Business

COMPUTER

i3f~H~W

SERVICES

LONGWOOD CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

PERSONAL COMPUTE.R
..~ i\11
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The MOST COMPATIBLE one
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LAKE HOWEL:. PLAZA
5411 L. Howell Rd.
Winter PK F'. 32972
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spinal examination (usual fee for this service· S40.00)
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Office Hours
_Monday - Friday: Sam · 6pm
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DENNIS J. D'ERAMO D.C., P.A.

!

IMPORTANT! offer expires·Sept. 25,

500 E. Hwy. 434, Longwood
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THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE EXAMINATION OR Tr.EATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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DANCING!
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ACROSS FROM FASHION SQUARE
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291-0031

282-0210

ORLANDO

CASSELBERRY
1030 E. Semoran Blvd .
(Goodings Plaza)

EAST ORLANDO
734 Goldenrod Rd.
CPinar Plaza)

w. Oakridge Rd.

855-1973

. 339.5020

LONGWOOD
172 Highway 17 92
9

..

(Fl

275-3806

EDGEWOOD
4741 S. Orange Ave .

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
917 w. 436
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When you male apizza tlis good, one just isn't~-

IUCF
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831 ~3670
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ORLANDO
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(Home Depot Center)
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(Hiawassee Woods Center)
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REFLECTIONS

New ABC Video due out

AUTO DETAILING, INC •
2822 Forsyth Road
Phone 657·8006
licensed and Insured
Pick-Up and Del1very

BY JAYNE FRYE

•
•

•

•
•

•

Not Nasty Enough!& A band prepares to shoot
a video. The story line requires a model. The
director selects someone and the band rejects his
choice.
What reason would you expect?
"Hey man, I wanted a red-head"?
"Her cha-cha bingos. aren't big enough"?
"I wanted one who looks like Marilyn
Monroe, man"?
Would you believe they·thought she looked too
nice?
As well as looking quite nasty, the director's
second choice was rumored to be difficult to
work with. Apparently this was the girl they
- were looking for.
The band in question is Tears For Fears. The
video is their latest, "Head Over Heels." Set in a
library, it depicts band member Roland Orzabal's infatuation with a sullen libraria·n.
The video is not as gloomy as you'd expect.
Comic relief is provided by the . library's most
unusual patron, a monkey. Other band m.embers
appear as a rabbi, a biker and a custodian.
The end of the video sees Roland and his object of desire together in their old age; together
ever after, but not happily.
What's your reputation? Eostacyl "Be Near
Me," the latest· from ABC, is a perverse delight
of dizzying movement. Colorfully garbed, the
current members of the band prance around a
white set which features large, cartoonish mockups of musical instruments.
- In the video we are treated to a glimpse of
ABC's two newest members.
Tiny, bald and bespectacled David Yarritu

KEN WARD .
· MARIANNE ME~NER

By Appointment Only

describes himself as "the official go-go boy. I do
all the go-go dancing."
The woman in mini-dress and curly blonde
wig, Eden, possesses varied talents. Besides
dressing up, dancing around and hitting lots of
different instruments, she also makes some of her
own fashion accessories.
For the ~and's appearanc.e on the Tube last
year, she stayed up all night making a bandolier
to sling around her hips. Instead of bullets tha
belt was designed to hold, and indeed held, approximately a dozen 'sexual appliances.'
Short Notes: The Motels' "Shame" desrves
mention . for featuring both dead and live
cockroaches . . . Billy Joel's latest ("Second
Wind") was filmed at a cost of $250,000. Billy is
currently telling anyone who will listen that he
hates making videos. Do us a favor Billy, don't
make any more ... Yes, the Style Council did go to
Moscow to film "Walls Come Tumbling Down.''
The video looks it. (P.S. Paul Weller has since
dumped the silly haircut. He may have- noted ,
how stupid the Human League's Phil Oakey
looked in the sam~ style a few years back.)
JAYNE TELLS YOU WHAT TO LIKE:
Howard Jones, "Life In One Day;" Tears For
Fears, "Head Over Heels;" ABC, "Be Near Me;"
A-ha, "Take On Me;" OMD, "So In Love."
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2001 flavors available...
"• /0 and still more to be concocted!
\\ • /
We feature deliciously crisp
\ I
handmade cones
V
Central Florida's Complete
Ice Cream Store!

Create your own flavor
Have an Ice Dream
Tonight
657·8700

4084 N. Goldenrod · next to
University Cinema 8

The only 99 Percent
Fat-Free Yogurt in
Florida

\

f OIJNI> A 61101> EA~6AIN
LA Ifl Y'I
flNl.l IJS .
4pc Set w/Sofa
$699 (reg.$1,036) ·
4pc Set w/Loveseat

5pc Table Set
$499 (Reg.$6~5)

$649 (reg.$946)
60()f) TASff &6000 PDICfS

tll>ICf fW f AllHCS
INTfllfH fmft LAYAWAY

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall

* Static Line ·Program

* Tandem Jumping

(Must Present Ad For
Special Prices)
MCOSJYU

Sofa $399

(Reg. $499.00)

Chair S259

(Reg. $319.00)

Loveseat S339
(Reg. $419.00) -

* Best Facilities in Florida
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
Call or Wtite for out Brochure

Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P. 0 . Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813)788·5591

Good Through 9 /25/85

Wf MY t•IXl!fNUYf

766 Bennett Or. Longwoo:d

Rallan·Rallan
lllALllYIAllANAIAff-AllfftKIS
J

. Pearlcorder 5907 .Pearkorder 5911

AUTHORIZED DEALER

OLYMPUS.

- MiC:ROCAssETTE

- -·--c51CTATING.,----S_YSTEM_ _
No excuse needed for
lost classroom notes .
lectures or assignments
One-Hand Operation
Voice Actuator
Sensitivity Control
Two-Speed Recording

Voice Actuator
Sensitivity Control
Two-Speed Recording
Digital Counter
Fast Forward Monitoring

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
EXCHANGE ·INC.

736 N. .Magnolia Ave.
Record it ALL with one
of the. NEW affordable
Orlando, Fl 32803
OLYMPUS Microcassette
$57.50
$70.00
l..iRmemcmomrliilil
de.rs._. . . . . .~.......................................~......................~.,

422·8850

1'
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DRESS
SLACKS
LATEST FASHION

BRAND NAMES
FALL COLOR

HAWAIIAN · · BASIL STREET

SHORT SLEEVE
POLOS

PRINTS

• SOLIDS & STRIPES
• MANY COLORS
VALUES TO ...... $16

5 EXCITING STYLES
DOZENS OF
COLORS

VALUES TO ... $32

21s9

· LONG SLEEVE

CASUAL
BLOUSES

• CASUAL or DRESS
. • FAMOUS BRANDS
• MANY STYLES
• 1OO's COLORS
VALUES T0$2 4 ea.

MANY STYLES
TOP BRANDS

MANY COLORS
ASSORTED.STYLES
VALUES TO ... $30

3/S20

COLORS AND
DESIGNS

ss.10

OR

SLACKS

CORDS
SEVERAL COLORS .
GREAT STYLES
·TODAYS
FASHIONS
VALUES .TO ... $23

KHAKI CHECKS

RAINBOW OF

$6

$7 EACH

SHORT SLEEVE .

s4

· GITUO TOPS
SEVERAL STYLES
YOUR CHOICE

PUl~OVER

&
BUTION UP .

•

FAMOUS BRANDS ,
CORDUROY

MANY COLORS &

FAMOUS BRANDS
CASUAL SLACKS

FALL COLORS
VALUES TO ..... $27

TRAFFIC JEANS

SELECT GROUP
VALUES TO ... . . $36

100'1 TO
CHOOSE FROM

•

100'1 &100!1
TOP BRANDS

MANY COLORS
TOP BRANDS

& COLORS.

VALUES TO ..... $34

VALUES TQ. .... $36

LATEST COLOR
VALUES TO .... $29

s7

s7

MANY SYTLES

21s9
•• _QUALITY INN
·.,

·

•

LOADS OF STYLES

~

•

512

LONG SLEEVE .
WOOLS & BLENDS
EXCITING STYLES
SOLIDS &STRIPES

LEGGS

•

s10

ss.10
PARACHUTE
& ZIPPER

~

STYLES
VALUES TO ..... $30

•

MANY STYLES

ASSORTED

SELECT ASSORTMENT
PLAIDS & SOLIDS

•

VALUE ........ $22

LATEST STYLES.

MANY BELTED

CASUAL

100% COTTON

SHEETING

- UNIVERSITY - . 11731 E. Colonial Drive

*CHI ROOM*

c

'-

~ u.c.f.
::>-..
c

* --

• CASH
e. co onial · hwy 50
•VISA· MASTER CHARGE• CHEC_KS

0

0

COIDUIOY I DIESS
MOSTLy BELTEO ·

·untitr ·

•

CONSISTING OF TOP BRAND NAME_
CLOTHING PANTS.SLACKS,
AN ENTIRE WAREHOUSE

SHIRTS. TOPS, BLOUSES. SWEATERS
OUTERWEAR AND MUCH MQRE
WILL BE LIQUIDATED REGARED·
LESS OF MANUFAClUR~RS COST

•

····SALE CONDUCTED BY····

ACTION SALES PROMOTIONS
LIQUIDATORS
11112

•
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UCF group headed for .Broadway
BfilTERTASTING
AND BEITER FOR IDU
She has ordered tickets for
Cats and the new Andrew
While it may be a fact that· Lloyd Weber musical, Song
Central Florida is starving for and Dance. · Weber is the
first rate entertainment, at author of some of Broadway's
least one p·erson on campus biggest hits, Jesus Christ
has found a way to combat Superstar, Evita and Cats.
Johnson said that the price
this chink in our cultural armor. Her name is Francis of $499 will pay for
Johnson, an assistant pro- everything: airfare, hotel,
food, transportation to and
fessor of communication.
Every year she leads a from the shows, tickets, baggroup of theatre lovers to gage and tips.
The deadline to sign up for
New York where they attend
a couple of Broadways shows. the trip is Sept. 15 and a $100
This year, Johnson and deposit ~s required. .
Johnson has led 10 trips so
company are scheduled to
leave Friday, Nov. · 29 and far and she said every trip has
return Sunday, Dec. 1. This is been a great success. Her
specialty is musical theatre
Thanksgiving weekend.
By RICHARD TRUETT

•

Better tasting burgers mat are better for you.
That's what D'Lites of America is all about.
Whether you choose our 114 lb. D'Lite
Burger, our 1/2 lb. Double D'Lite Burger
or ourJr. D'Lite Burger, you can be sure
it's made from top quality 100 % pure, lean,
fresh, domestic ground beef.
_
We give you a choice of two better buns
-our special lite white sesame seed or lite
multi-grain buns-both higher in fiber with
25% fewer calories.
Our NEW 1/4 lb. Bacon Cheeseburgers

•

are served with crisp, lean bacon. Our lite
cheese has only 1/2 the fat. Naturally, we let
you choose your favorite toppings.
Nutritious and delicious! Better tasting
burgers that are better for you -Try one soon
at a location convenient to you .

and she even teaches a class
on the subject. ~ohnson said
that she would love to take
people who have never been
to a broadway show before
and explain how things are
done.
College students are not the
only people invited. Any interested person, UC.F student
or not, can go.
Johnson is planning a pretrip get together at her house
to explain the itinerary and
answer questions. For more
information, 1contact Francis
Johnson at 275-2681 or
275-5696. Travel information
can be obtained from Bella at
Park Ave. Travel, 645-2020.

Open 24 hours
The ·

DONUT MAKER

lean Bacon

I

Invites

4
0

'
"· ··
114/b. D'LileBur1w

v
REDEEM THESE VALUABLE COUPONS

AT mE FOLWWING WCATIONS:

4050 East Colonial Drive, Orlando
200 East Semoran B~vd. (at Oxford Road), Casselberry
(east of 17-92)

------------------------SAVE $1.35 SAVE
FREE

~1.35

FREE

114 lb.• D'UTE BURGER111
WHEN YOU BUY
ANY SANDWICH.

114 lb.• D'UTE BURGER111
WHEN YOU BUY
ANY SANDWICH.

Buy ANY DUTES SANDWICH and
get a 100% pure, lean ground beef
1/4 lb." O'LITE BURGER FREE. Served
on your choice of lite sesame seed
or l~e multi-grain bun.

Buy ANY D'LITES SANDWICH and
get a 100% pure, lean ground beef
1/4 lb." DUTE BURGER FREE. Served
on your choice of lite sesame seed
or l~e multi-grain bun.

•APPROXIMATE PRE-COOKED WEIGHT CHEESE.
TOMATO. AND TAX EXTRA PRESENT COUPON WHEN
ORDERING ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

•APPROXIMATE PRE·COOKEDWEIGHT. CHEESE.
lOMATO. AND TAX EXTRA. PRESENT COUPON WHEN
ORDERING. ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

UCF
Students and Personnel

A

to a Coffee and Donut Break

L

·There's no better place than

A
y

the ·

A
R

••

E
T
I
E

s

s

Donut Maker
to
enJoy lres_
h donuts and coffee

While you study or just relJ:Jx

--------- COUPON -------~SPECIAL OFFER
1

ONE FREE DONU
Discounts for large orders

. Phone: 275-1060

VAUD THROUGH
Tuesday, Sept. 10, 1985

-~

w

Limit one coupon per visit
K10

Drive thru Window

L-------------------------~

THINK SNOW!~~~&~~SKI BEECH MOUNTAIN THIS WINTER!
Jfirne to Jrnvel

~.~ u~~~.~? eL!~c·
WINTER PARK, FL 32.792

678-0055

DEC. 29-JAN. 2
TRIP INCLUDES:
Roundtrip transportation
• Hotel accomodations al
the Pinnacle Inn Resort
• Ski rentals and ski lift tickets
• Complimentarv Wine and
Cheese party
• S·days-4 nights, 3
full days of skiing

A Professional Full-Service
Travel Agency Handling
•Vacations
• Corporate Accounts
• Airline Travels
• Cruises and Tours
• Hotels and Rental Cars
• Incentives
"If you've got the time ...
we've got the World!"

$248.00
(limited space so register early
come to our get·acqualnted party)

3

The Giraffe Lounge is turning nine
in Septetnber, and to celebrate, we're
hosting a 111onth-long birthday celebration\
eo111e on out and partY with two-for-one
drinks Sundays through Thursdays frotn
4:00 p.111- to 3:00 a.111.I There'll be lots of
birthday prizes and surprises, and a super
birthdaY bash e"Je'f'i night at \:00 a.111.I
Three of your fa.,orite area radio

stations will be hosting eJtciting Giraffe
birthday parties during the 111onthl Join
in these celebrations for birthday gi"Je·
aways, prizes and plenlY of party funl
E.,ery Saturday at 1:00 a.Ill· during the
birthday· celebration the Giraffe will ha"Je
a drawing for a week.end stay at the
Royal Plata with •amenities- You 111ust
I

be present to wm.

y.i06

Birthday Card Party
Special prizes
{or the best
birthday cards {roll\
7:00 p.IJ\ .. 10:00 p.IJ\.

Giraffe Splash at the pool
Birthday Song Party
.
Special prizes for the most
original birthday songs
3:00 p.IJ\ .. 6:00 p.IJ\.

Dressed To The 9's Party
Special prizes for the
"flashiest dressers {roll\
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

KEEP UP W\'TH WHA'T'S GO\NG ooWN
A'f 'THE G\RAffE~
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